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1. Short summary and setting
Coal regions are subject to multiple stress factors: climate and environmental protection efforts and an accelerating energy transition
away from fossil fuels, especially coal, look to imperil their traditional growth and employment model as much as challenges in cost
competitiveness that force closures and changes to labour intensity that require them to create new employment opportunities for many
their residents. Therefore, they need to find new ways to generate growth and employment that are compatible with the low-carbon
requirements that are gaining traction worldwide and are likely to become a firm paradigm in the medium to long term. As daunting
as these challenges seem, Chinese coal regions are not the first to face such a structural transformation. While their local conditions are
unique, there still are international experiences that may prove helpful for devising their own strategies.
This study’s task is to provide useful information for coal-dependent cities’ and regions’ economic and energy transformation, by sharing
experiences of cities in Germany. We began by looking for the most relevant and experienced city regions in Germany that have managed
similar positive change – cities one can learn from. We chose the ‚Ruhr Metropolis’ and three of its leading cities as the very best for this
purpose: these are also the most advanced in Europe - and possibly the world.
The urbanised region named after the river Ruhr is Germany’s leading success story for a transformed coal production and steel
manufacturing area. It offers the best source of information in planning and practice, both for structural change and for energy
transformation. The ‚Ruhr Metropolis’ - or Metropolis Ruhr - lies within the larger Rhine-Ruhr-Metroregion. It offers a wonderfully rich
story of great usefulness for Chinese cities. For the purpose of comparisons, this study has picked the Chinese city of Yulin, one of China’s
foremost coal mining areas. But this publication is of interest for other coal-dependent regions, too. The Metropolis Ruhr (MR ) and Yulin
could not be any more different: Yulin Region in Shaanxi Province is larger spatially, while Metropolis Ruhr, or ‘Ruhr’, is denser and more
populous. MR is a core of Germany’s industrial heartland while Yulin’s strength is more specialised, its setting still more natural and further
from China’s urban centers. There are striking similarities: both are polycentric structures with one or several leading urban concentrations
but no great hierarchy. And both city regions have a diverse and rich history and future, while both their recent past and present are
coloured by coal.
Germany’s Ruhr region and the journey of its cities began 50 years ago, when coal and steel production entered their first crisis. From 1968
the national government initiated and guided slow, steady and inexorable change. Broad and connected strategies were implemented,
covering energy, society, environment and urban design. The rationalisation of old industries allows new knowledge infrastructure to
flourish. Innovations in human transport and freight logistics drove economic and energy advances. Universities and research institutions
were nurtured to support the transformation. Bold environmental improvements and strong investments in the healthy “green and blue
infrastructures” - regenerated parklands and water-ways – transformed natural reality and image alike. And there was the discovery that
state institutions alone did not create or attract new business: regional change had to come from local and regional civic organisations and
municipalities, and from businesses themselves. Finally, the need to rectify pollution became a source of innovation response and expertise
for cities, businesses and institutions.
Today, Metropolis Ruhr moves dynamically forward, leading the country’s path to a carbon free future. In other areas such as the Lausitz
region near Berlin, successive governments maintained brown coal mining longer, and to this very day, although a nation-wide coal exit
has been largely agreed to occur within the next 15 years. This region learns from the Ruhr today – as do the other two larger remnant coal
mining areas in Germany. The Ruhr Metropolis cities continue to learn, too: from their own failures and successes, but also from non-coal
regions and urban communities that are already further along on the road to 100% renewable energy based urban systems and sustainable
economies.
This table shows some key differences between the Yulin city region and the Ruhr Metropolis. These variations across characteristics help
contrast these two Chinese and German city regions, and thereby sharpen and deepen understanding.
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Table 1. Yulin Region, Shaanxi (People’s Republic of China), and Metropolis Ruhr, North Rhine-Westphalia, Federal Republic of Germany
(Source: wikipedia, statistik.rvr.ruhr)
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Major Economic Indicators

Yulin, Shaanxi Region (YSR)

Metropolis Ruhr (MR)

Area (km2)

43,578

4,435

Population (million)

3.380

5.111

Density (/km2)

78

1152

Climate

Continental semi-arid monsoon climate, located in a
temperate zone

Mild, generally warm, temperate oceanic climate

Average high 0C

15.7

13.3

Average low 0C

1.9

6.7

Average precipitation (mm)

366

934

Geography

Two geological areas: sandy area on the Ordos Plateau,
and hilly loess area on the Loess Plateau (Huangtu
Plateau)

Belongs to the north-west European coal belt
running from Silesia through the Ruhr, Belgium and
Northern France to England

Governance structure

2 districts, 1 county-level city and 9 counties

53 cities and 4 counties

Industrial base

Resource-intensive economy, based on energy, raw
materials, heavy chemicals

Knowledge economy, based on environmental
technology and tourism

Gross Domestic Product

€48.7 billion (2018)
(RMB 384.9 billion)

€163.9 billion (2017)
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2. Introduction
2.1. Aims and scope
Coal mining regions are under particular pressure. This pressure comes from multiple directions – both considerations of environment
and climate, but also of economic policy and competitiveness. If mankind wants to prevent catastrophic levels of climate change, it needs
to cur greenhouse gas emissions by reducing and eventually completely phasing out fossil fuels from energy systems. Moreover, the cost
of renewable energy is inexorably decreasing – already now often the cheapest option for newly installed capacity – and carbon pricing
instruments like emissions trading and carbon taxes are on the rise and eventually will make coal more expensive. Therefore, coal may be
pushed out of the energy sector out of mere consideration of costs in the medium to long term.
For coal-dependent regions, decreasing demand for and competitiveness of coal means that they need to put their economic model onto
a new foundation. Furthermore, on the supply side, non-competitive production costs may force mines to close, and productivity gains
and automatization may reduce the employment opportunities in the coal sector. Coal regions may often be opposed to more stringent
climate targets or the replacement of fossil fuels by renewable energy – because to them it is not only a technical and financial question,
but much rather fundamentally touches upon their economic model and social structure. Regardless, the need for an economic structural
transformation ultimately seems inevitable. Such transformations are complex processes that take many years, even decades. They relate
to finding new growth and employment strategies, business models, reskilling of workers, urban restructuring, and even changes to local
identity and culture. But coal regions in China are not the first to undergo such a transformation. While their local conditions are unique,
there still are international experiences that may prove helpful for devising their own strategies.
The purpose of this report is to describe the experiences in achieving structural transformations in economy and energy in the Metropolis
Ruhr urban agglomeration area and three of its most successful cities. Metropolis Ruhr - the Ruhr region, in this report referred to as
‘the Ruhr’ – is situated within the larger Rhine-Ruhr Metropolitan Region in north-west Germany’s state of North Rhine-Westphalia. It
describes the processes (the paths, means, participatory and management aspects) and the outcomes (the physical, social, economic and
environmental results). The report also presents the institutions and other actors who were important to achieving this. It shows how the
Metropolis Ruhr was able to shift from a fossil-fuel based development model to a sustainable regional economy driven by innovation
and participation, in ways that resulted in high-quality jobs, reduced inequality, ecologically sound development and modernised
infrastructures.
The report is structured as follows. First we present a brief background on the urban energy transition as part of wider structural change,
followed by our reasons for the choice of the Metropolis Ruhr. This is followed by a summary of its geographic and economic development
context. The challenges faced by the region are then outlined and form the background to the structural policies undertaken to address
them. Flowing from this, the key chronological phases of structural change are summarised. Case studies at the regional and city scale
provide a closer account of the policies, programs and projects implemented. Four specific highlights are presented: the ‘IBA Emscher
Park’ regional regeneration program and the three cities of Bottrop, Essen and Dortmund. Each of these illustrate a) the targets set, b) the
energy transition processes undertaken, c) the actors involved, d) the impact of various measures and projects, and e) the challenges faced.
The report concludes with a summary of lessons learnt and recommendations that other cities may consider as the basis of their structural
change. Throughout the report, our analysis is provided within the context of the continual transformation of the region’s energy system as
the basis for climate protection and transition to renewable energy sources.
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2.2. Urban energy transition – From fossil-fuel economies to renewable energy
cities and regions
Significant changes in climate policies are needed in order to reach a net zero carbon economy at the global level – proposed to be by
the all-to-distant year of 2100 (WEF 2019). In 2018, the European Commission set the long-term objective of a climate neutral Europe
by 2050 (EC 2018), and in 2019 the EU Green Deal was introduced, with a Climate Law proposed in early 2020, both aiming at the
same target (EC 2020a and b). Many other organisations, basing their positions on scientific evidence, demand yet more dramatic and
immediate action, and an increasing number of cities pursue it. Indeed, many targets are set too far, too vague and without commitment of
short-term goals. At the same time, changes in the world economy, in declining relative fossil fuel demand and both the daunting prospects
and mounting impacts of climate change drive many cities around the world to act on reducing emissions and investing in renewable
energy. The urban energy transition and its wider economic and societal transformations will impact every aspect of goods production,
service provision, mobility and overall consumption. It also requires the phase-out of coal-based power plants.
The shift brings new economic and employment opportunities with the innovation in new infrastructure systems. This supports the
generation and supply of regenerative energy sources, the framing of renewable energy markets, and the development of environmentally
friendly, intelligent technologies. These result in new jobs and wealth creation. Entire landscapes of former coal regions are being
transformed following the logic of economic diversification based on modern urban energy systems. Brownfields are remediated,
rehabilitated and redeveloped, thus creating new energy landscapes with clean air, water and soils.
In Germany, the urban energy transition is taking place, as illustrated in the rising number of towns, cities, and regions in the country that
have reached 100% self-sufficiency, or are in the process of reaching this target. Their regions cover well over half of Germany’s national
territory. Although most are not located in former coal mining areas, and were spared these environmental and economic challenges, they
serve as useful guides to what policies and measures are necessary and most effective in reaching carbon emissions and energy targets.

2.3. Reasons for Metropolis Ruhr as case study
The Metropolis Ruhr (MR) region was chosen as a case study because it is exemplary for:
•

transitioning from resource- and material-intensive economic activity based on coal and steel towards a more diversified knowledgebased, resource-efficient sustainable service economy,

•

structuring change with minimal negative impacts for workers and companies in the region,

•

encouraging new business growth and supporting innovation,

•

creating restructuring processes that can actively be managed by national, regional and city governments, with strong worker
participation,

•

remediating urban and regional environmental conditions in air, soils and water,

•

modernizing public infrastructures and energy systems,

•

creating low-carbon urban development in towns and cities,

•

initiating and realizing flagship projects,

•

engaging in long-term strategic planning, and

•

creating a new positive image for a region: a green strong economy with a superior quality of life.

The ongoing development of Metropolis Ruhr into a dynamic neo-industrialised and post-coal region demonstrates that the pursuit of this
path proved to be more prosperous and sustainable than preserving und subsidising the traditional, coal based economies would have been.
This case study shows the strength of multi-level, multi-actor and multi-sectoral transformation processes, pursued with the vision of a
new and more intelligent city future.
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3. Learning from Metropolis Ruhr (MR)
3.1. Geographic and economic context
Metropolis Ruhr (German: Metropole Ruhr - MR) is one of Europe’s largest and densest urban regions. It is located in the German state
of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) and covers 4,435 km2 with 5.1 million inhabitants (end 2018). The region consists of 53 cities and
4 counties. MR is part of the northwest European coal belt which includes the mining districts in southern Poland, in southern Belgium,
in northern France, South Wales and the Midlands of England. The MR is a polycentric urban region comprised of strong, economically
powerful cores and surrounding hinterlands. The main cities of Dortmund, Bochum, Essen and Duisburg, constitute the largest
local economies with specialisations in logistics and environmental technology. The region’s highly developed transportation network
(international rapid transit, commercial airport, dense highways) makes it a leading gateway for business in northwestern Europe. Many
corporate headquarters are based here; it is an important location for political and economic decision-making.
In 2018, around 1.75 million people were employed in the MR. Employment growth in the leading markets of digital communication (+
6.5%), mobility (+ 4.6%) and education and knowledge (3.4%) have developed dynamically. The diversity of the economy In the Ruhr
region (‘the Ruhr’) continues to increase, with many small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). With over 21,000 companies and sales
of €73.7 billion, industry is the backbone of the regional economy (business.metropoleruhr.de). The region accounts for around 23% of
the GDP of NRW’s state economy (rvr.de).

Figure 1. Location and main cities of Metropolis Ruhr
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3.2. Economic development history
The tradition of coal mining in the Metropolis Ruhr area began in the 14th century. The first coal deposits were mined for domestic use in
the southern parts of the region. By the 1880s, the Ruhr region was the center for coal and steel production in Europe, due to its rich coal
reserves and good geographical location. The large underground reserves of coke, semi-anthracite, steam and gas coals provided more than
enough power to run factories, the extensive railway system aided the rapid movement of goods, and the large rivers in the region enabled
efficient freight logistics along the Rhine River to the North Sea.

By the early 19th century, the accelerated output of coal and steel caused a dramatic rise in the labor force through large-scale migration.
The population was around 200,000 in the 1810s but rose to 4 million in the early 1910s and to 6 million in the 1950s. During the
1920s–1940s, the steel output of the Ruhr surpassed the total steel production of the United Kingdom (Kelly and Matos 2010). At the
peak of the coal industry in 1957, the Ruhr produced 150 million tons of black coal and employed 607,000 miners.
During the two world wars, the region was the center for military industry. It was also a major exporter of plant equipment as well as
chemicals and vehicles. Post-war reconstruction boosted the coal and steel industry by providing the resources for Germany’s economic
recovery (Wirtschaftswunder). The region later formed the center of the European Coal and Steel Community, which evolved into the
European Union.
By the early 1960s, the economic crisis had begun. The cost of extracting German hard coal was rising, especially in very deep and complex
geological sites (the average mining depth was 650 metres). World market prices for coal and steel were falling below the production costs
of the Ruhr industry. New mines in the U.S. and Eastern Europe were supplied markets with cheaper coal mined near the surface. The
demand for coal was being replaced with oil and gas. As traditional customers, the shipping, railways, steel and chemical industries reduced
their coal consumption. Between 1960 and 1990 many mines and factories in the Ruhr closed, with more than half a million jobs lost.
The German economic growth of the 1960s partially offset the job losses but it could not prevent an unemployment rate in the region of
15% in the 1980s, which caused large-scale emigration (Reicher 2011).
The national and state governments began supporting the mining industry with subsidies to address the crisis. Large investments were
made into road and public transport infrastructure, and in new universities and technical schools. Meanwhile, the core industries in
the Ruhr collaborated to improve their productivity and competitiveness. This led to several mergers of former competitors. Local city
governments in the region tried to attract investment in industries such as micro-electronics and car manufacturing. As the mining and
steel industries were shut down, the trade unions worked with the governments to minimise hardship on workers, with compensation, retraining or pensions. When regional associations took over the planning of the region in later years, city municipalities were able to more
directly engage in joint projects of landscape and waterway regeneration (IBA Emscher Park), industrial tourism (Ruhr Industrial Route),
and low-carbon energy infrastructures (networked decentralised district heating). (See Section 3.5 for an overview of the major policy
phases in the Metropolis Ruhr).
Today the economy of the Metropolis Ruhr has shifted from coal and steel to a service- and knowledge-oriented economy, which continues
to grow and diversify. Since 1989, the region has gained around 300,000 non-coal industry jobs. There is a high number of universities
and colleges, as well as many new energy technology and trade companies. Several companies with a coal or steel legacy still exist in the
region but most have undergone complete re-structuring in recent years. Through affiliated companies, the major coal-mining company
Ruhrkohle AG (RAG), for example, has shifted to materials testing, mining machinery manufacturing, property development, marketing,
management, and power station operation. The steel and iron companies of Thyssen AG and Krupp have merged to become one of the
world’s largest industrial engineering and steel production companies. ThyssenKrupp AG has achieved this through major investments in
plant upgrades, product mix development, as well as major improvements in labor productivity.
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3.3. Core challenges to structural changes for a new sustainable economy
The economic crisis of the 1960s forced structural change and economic restructuring in the Metropolis Ruhr, but in order to do so,
several obstacles had to be addressed from the onset. These included:
•

A monolithic economic structure, concentrated on coal and coal-using heavy industry,

•

The domination of the economy by a few very large firms – the number of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) was very low, and

•

A weak local education system, with no higher-level technical schools or universities.

First, an economy that was based only on coal and steel for many years brought about regional infrastructures and know-how that could
only accommodate and support those industries. Any structural changes to these would have been difficult as their operations and
management were deeply ingrained in the regional economy. Second, with only just a handful of very large companies there was very
little space in physical and market terms for other small and medium-size industries to be able to flourish and innovate. The established
industries looked at new companies and businesses as unwanted competitors on the qualified labour market. Third, the industries were
dependent on manual labour in primary resources: as a result academic and research capacities were considered non-essential. As structural
change required the re-training and education of a workforce formerly employed in the mines and steel factories, new vocational schools
and higher education facilities had to be built.
The Ruhr region’s long dependence on the coal and steel industries also resulted in rigid social structures. A closed alliance of companies,
politicians, trade unions and suppliers shared a common interest to maintain existing arrangements. Industrialists wanted to protect their
investment. Politicians often held positions within the firm, while cities were shareholders of the companies. Unions used their strength
and political connections to continue coal subsidies (while also devising worker protection strategies). Supplier firms were reliant on set
contracts from the main industries, while workers enjoyed stable long-term employment contracts.
The large industries either blocked or were very slow to adapt to economic changes, stifling urban redevelopment. The transformation
of old coal mining and industrial sites for new economic activities was greatly hampered by companies’ land freezing tactics, which were
employed for several reasons. Tackling pollution of soil and water, mine shafts and other old infrastructures required substantial investment.
Future subsidence could cause claims for compensation. Meanwhile, any new companies coming into the region risked increasing the
competition for both cheap and qualified labor. Thus, the coal and steel industry decided to retain the properties even though they were
unused, or sold them only at very high prices.
Long-time focus on large industry meant insufficient development and support for SMEs. National and state subsidies were mostly
granted to the established mining, energy and steel companies to help them maintain their economic viability. It is estimated that over 60
years, the German national government spent more than €330 billion on direct and indirect hard coal subsidies (Herpich et al 2018). The
industries’ dominance resulted in very little experience or foundation for the development of new SMEs, which could have helped counter
the economic losses as the core industries declined. Those that did exist were mostly suppliers of highly specialised materials, machines
and services, which followed precisely prescribed orders from the large industries and were thus not inclined to improve or innovate. Any
research and development was undertaken by the industries themselves.
Acceptance of change among the citizens of the Ruhr area was also a challenge. The region’s population benefited directly from the core
industries, thus acceptance of the inevitable downturn was very difficult. Companies faced reputational, financial and strategic risks.
Regions had to adjust to the loss of a significant share of local economic activity in local communities. Former coal mining and steel
workers needed new jobs but retraining opportunities were very scarce in the Ruhr. Up to 1964 there were no higher-technical schools or
universities in the region.
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3.4. Phases of policy-making in Metropolis Ruhr (MR)
Economic restructuring in the Metropolis Ruhr entailed numerous policies, programs and projects, involved many institutions, and
required high public works expenditure. The major phases of structural change were as follows:

3.4.1. Centralised reindustrialisation policy (1957 –1978)
At the beginning of the coal crisis, the German national government largely centralised transition policies and programs with support from
the state government of North Rhine Westphalia (NRW) for implementation. The aim was to strengthen the local economy, enable people to
stay in their communities, and improve their quality of life. This was to be achieved by maintaining the existing regional economic structure.

Industry subsidisation, consolidation and rationalisation
In 1957 the coal crisis began as a result of the opening of international markets, competition from cheaper imported coal, increased use of oil
and gas, and reduced consumption of coal by shipping, railways, steel and chemical industries. The German national government’s response
was to directly support German hard coal mining via a series of subsidy policies. As coal was Germany’s only large-scale fossil fuel resource,
the goal was to ensure national energy security and to forestall the large-scale employment impact of mine production cuts and closures. But
when it became clear that the mining industry was not able to recover, the law for rationalisation and decommissioning was put in place in
1962, eventually causing 51 out of 141 coal mines to close by 1967 (Herpich et al 2018). This measure alone could not end the crisis, hence
in 1968 the whole of Germany’s coal mining industry was re-organised under one national coal law.
The national Coal Adjustment Law forced the mining companies to combine their production under a newly founded company called
Ruhrkohle AG (RAG). In an agreement with businesses and unions, the law formalised the subsidisation and consolidation of all coal mines
under this one company. Output quotas were set, and the difference between the world market price for coking coal and the local production
cost was subsidised. The subsidy amount grew as this difference increased. Total costs of the subsidy from 1958 to 2002 amounted to €158
billion (Storchmann 2005). The German electricity, iron and steel companies were additionally compensated so that the prices they paid for
German hard coal were on par with imported coal. Meanwhile the company oversaw the gradual phase-out of hard coal by consolidating
mining operations and facilitating the labour market transitions of redundant workers. The national subsidy enabled a structured, slowed
down decline in coal production and employment but it could not avoid closures of mines when the subsidy finally ended in 2018.
Similar controlled measures were also applied during the 1970s steel crisis. At the start only unproductive parts of the steel works were shut
down. Later, sites had to be closed completely to adjust to changed market conditions. Rationalisation and closures were followed by large
company mergers, which did improve industry competitiveness and established closer ties with customers and suppliers. In many cases, the
core industries could be sustained in a consolidated, modernised form, as shown in the merger of Thyssen AG and Krupp.

Infrastructure, education and research, and regional recreation investment
As domestic coal production and employment declined, the NRW state government began focusing on economic reorientation in a more
strategic way. It launched the Ruhr Development Program (Entwicklungsprogramm Ruhr – EPR), announced in the spring of 1968 as a first
structural policy framework (Nonn 2001). Financed by the state and national government to a volume of 17 billion Deutsche Mark (DM)
(€8.5 billion), it lasted for five years (Goch 2009). The goal of the program was to improve the infrastructure of the Ruhr in order to attract
new enterprises from other economic sectors into the region. Key aspects include:
•

expanding the road network and public transport system,

•

establishing and expanding the education and research infrastructure, and

•

expanding regional recreational facilities such as district parks.

In the late 1960s, the cities within the Ruhr area were not sufficiently connected by good transportation networks. Economic reorientation
required higher and improved mobility for all, and thus extensions of the road and highway network as well as expanded public transport
8
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systems. The construction of new motorways and arterial roads soon initiated the growth of the service industry in the region. And given
the region’s long history in industrial freight by road, rail and water, this led to new off-shoot industries related to modern transport
logistics planning, design, monitoring and control services. Meanwhile the expansion of the public transport network increased the
population’s access to more areas in the Ruhr for work and leisure.
Before 1965 there was no university in the Ruhr region. In recognition that a new economy required new academic, research and
vocational training capacities, the NRW state government established the Ruhr University Bochum in 1965 and the University of
Dortmund in 1968. Significant investments in higher education and technical entrepreneurship began to boost the formation of
service and data-driven industries in the region. By 2015 there were five (5) universities, 15 technical colleges and 49 research institutes,
employing over 31,000 people (Prognos 2015). The institutions are embedded in research and development (R&D) networks that keep
companies in the region and attract new ones.
The poor environmental conditions of the Ruhr caused by the coal and steel industries meant that the region was long seen as an unattractive
location for new enterprises and an unhealthy place to live for its inhabitants. To reverse this perception, the state decided to expand the
region’s existing green belts by renaturalizing the old industrial estates. Originally created in the 1920s, the seven green belts provided
ecological compensation from the heavy industries that dominated the landscape and helped prevent the uncontrolled expansion of cities.
Economic reorientation via the Ruhr Development Program mostly failed. The decline of the traditional industries persisted due to
continual changes in international markets. The focus on building roads over public transport led to urban sprawl. The creation of new
educational institutions and technical schools did very well in retraining workers and producing highly skilled graduates, but there were
very few jobs in the region to fill the demand. Environmental pollution levels remained high despite the expansion of the regional park
system because the large industries continued to operate as usual. Very few new businesses were drawn to the region. Still, the transport,
education and environmental infrastructures did form a solid basis for eventual economic diversification.

Employment transition management
A key feature of the Ruhr transition was how employment change was managed. The first coal crisis halved the number of jobs by the end of
the 1960s: it fell from 495,800 in 1957, the peak year of employment, to 210,300 in 1968. At this point, the change necessitated a focused and
harmonised set of legal, collective bargaining and contractual rules and initiatives with active contributions from the governing and industry partners.
Through the budget of the EPR the national and state governments began to assist the trade unions in reducing employment in the coal
industry in a socially responsible manner. The unions made sure that the affected workers were protected by social security measures.
When a mine closed, workers could accept positions at other facilities or take up early retirement with a pension, depending on their age.
Transition payments for up to five years were provided to bridge the time until workers became eligible for pension payments. Alternatively
employees could give up wage increases and redistribute work shifts so that lay-offs could be avoided. They were also offered retraining and
reskilling opportunities.
The Ruhr Coal Vocational Training Society (Ruhrkohle Berufsbildungsgesellschaft - RKB) was formed by the Ruhr Coal Company
(Ruhrkohle AG - RAG) as one of its subsidiaries to oversee the labour market transition. It evaluated existing and projected demand
for skills, and organised training programs. Individual job placement strategies were developed for workers with support of the state
government, the company and city councils. Many new positions were offered in post-mining activities such as pit water management,
surface water management and groundwater purification. An indicator of the effectiveness of labour market policies was the success of
vocational training centers in the Ruhr in achieving a placement rate of 80 percent (Rosemberg 2017).
Historical figures on the cost of the initial employment transition is difficult to ascertain, particularly in disaggregating the numbers
according to sector. However, in the period between 2007 and 2018, the year of the last coal mine closure, the NRW state government did
spend approximately €17 billion in developing and administering early pension schemes, training programs, and in covering the so-called
“eternal” costs of around €300 million per year (Miller, 2020). These costs relate to the pumping of water from mining areas to nearby
waterways to counteract the drastic levels of mining-related topographic subsidence in the Ruhr.
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Scale and productivity investment
With the onset of the global oil crises in 1973 and the steel crisis in 1974, the policymakers turned to reindustrialisation methods through
centralised structural policies at the state level. In 1975, the state government of NRW took over the regional planning responsibilities
from the local Settlement Association Ruhr Area (Siedlungsverband Ruhrgebiet) in order to have more control in enforcing changes. It also
began promoting the four technology program, which was a strategy to exploit the endogenous potentials of existing industries by investing
DM2 billion (€1 billion) into the modernisation of the mining, energy, economy and steel sectors. This re-industrialisation strategy was
driven by the hope that coal would resurge due to the oil crisis, and that steel industry would also pick up. By modernizing and enhancing
the productivity of the industries, competitiveness would be boosted, pollution limited, and technology transfer improved. At the same
time, new jobs in each of the four technology areas would also be created and address the failure of the previous Ruhr Development
Program of 1968 to attract new industries into the region and reduce the high unemployment rates. The earlier program did establish an
extensive educational infrastructure but the number of newly skilled persons soon outweighed the number of available jobs.
The technology programs did achieve some success in maintaining a certain level of productivity in the region. However, the billions
invested in the technology programs were still unable to stop the decline of the main industries. Instead, it served to hinder further
economic diversification needed.

3.4.2. Regionalised economic diversification policy (1979 –2004)
During this period, the strategy was to enable programs and projects to be designed and implemented by regional and local actors, led by the
Regional Association Ruhr (Regionalverband Ruhr - RVR), and guided by the NRW state government. The main goals were to strengthen
local economies, clean up pollution, restore the natural environment, regenerate neighbourhoods, and initiate cultural development projects.
Finance would be provided by public and private sources. This combination of bottom-up and top-down strategies was largely prompted by
the realisation that policies and investments by the state institutions alone were insufficient in creating or attracting new businesses. It also
required actions by city governments and regional associations who were more in tune with local and regional needs.

Neo-industrialisation program
By the late 1970s, the EPR and four technology programs promoted by the NRW state government were unable to address the continued
rise in unemployment, lack of new business development, and the problems encountered with the high degree of limited sectoral
specialisation in the Ruhr area.
In response, the NRW state government launched the Ruhr Action Program (Aktionsprogramm Ruhr - APR) in 1979 in order to specifically
focus on the economic neo-industrialisation of the Ruhr area. The aim was to improve technology transfer between universities and
companies as well as to grow the service sector in the Ruhr. It would do so by creating research and development (R&D), and innovation
opportunities within cities which would attract new technology-oriented industries into the region such as information and communication
technologies, and bio-medical science. The main outcome of this program was the creation of several technology centers across the Ruhr,
such as the technology center in Dortmund which by 2011 comprised 280 firms with more than 8,500 persons employed. In cooperation
with the Technical University Dortmund, the center has developed into an important R&D site. (See Section 3.7.3 for more detail)
The APR ran for four years with a budget of DM 6.9 billion (€3.5 billion), of which DM 5.1 billion (€2.6 billion) was provided by the
NRW state government and DM 1.5 billion by the national government (Dahlbeck et al 2019). It combined several individual support
measures for technology and innovation, ecology, culture and labor market. Except for the steel program, the technology programs were
shifted to the APR in 1980.
Unlike the previous EPR, the APR involved the participation of regional stakeholders from the outset. The state government realised that
the earlier development program failed to integrate local actors, which made spatial planning and practical implementation difficult. By
adopting a dialogue-oriented approach, the APR enabled the state to upgrade the old industrial monostructures in the Ruhr in cooperation
with local and regional players.
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But despite the participatory approach, coordination problems persisted due to the different responsibilities between the federal, state and
local authorities. A majority of the measures was implemented in an isolated manner. And even though the program improved the Ruhr
area’s situation in terms of soft location factors (e.g. improving the regional image, more cultural activities, etc.) and led to the creation of
technology centers, it was not able to substantially diversify the economy, as most subsidies still supported the coal and steel industries.
When the APR ended in 1984, the NRW state government decided to adopt a more pro-active industrial policy that directly supported
the development of SMEs in the fields of environmental and renewable energy systems. Implemented in the context of the NRW Initiative
for Future Technologies Program, the Center for Innovation and Technology (ZENIT) was formed as an innovation-oriented network
node to support new environmental and energy start-ups. It would provide financial and funding advice, help mediate between firms and
research centers, support joint R&D projects, and offer marketing and management support. Through a network of several innovation
and local technology transfer centers, special focus was placed on energy efficiency, renewable resources, recycling and waste combustion.
This was an explicit response to the enormous fossil energy resources consumed and waste produced by the coal and steel plants. Local city
governments were also encouraged by the state to support the new start-ups and companies through improved local infrastructures.

Expertise-oriented clusters creation
Global discussion about fields of competence or expertise-oriented clusters began to influence the structural policy actors in the Ruhr area
from the mid-1990s on. At this point the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) began to provide support for European mining
regions in order to increase the competitiveness of regions, develop and distribute technologies and products, and create and preserve jobs.
The policy attention shifted towards improving competencies in the networks of promising sectors or clusters, and away from large scale
industrial projects.
Clusters are networks in which companies, research facilities, political and non-profit institutions cooperate all along a value chain. A
successful cluster policy focuses on the particular strengths of a region. In 2000, the NRW state government established its first Cluster
Policy, with the purpose of forming innovation networks; initiate collaborations between research institutions, development units and
enterprises; test new applications; and develop and market the latest technologies and products.
In order to drive cluster formation within the Ruhr, the region’s fields of competence were first defined. Initially, these included energy
systems; information technology; logistics; new chemistry; medical technology and health economy; microstructures and microelectronics;
new materials; water and sewage technologies; mining technology; mechanical engineering; design; and tourism and leisure. Based on local
competencies and available resources, city governments selected which of these sectors seemed most suited to their area.
ERDF funding for the Clusters Program was distributed across the Ruhr by the NRW state government via its Cluster Agency. The agency
also helped channel other public and private sector support. The clusters themselves were individually managed by staff seconded through
the cluster’s group of companies. They were also provided with a range of services rendered by local city governments. The agency’s work
continues until the time of writing of this paper.
Over time, policymakers realised that regional and global markets had to be considered for the export of products and services reinforced
by the program. As a result the more supply oriented Clusters strategy was enriched by a more demand-side conscious ‘Leading Markets’
(Leitmärkte) approach. Today the state development concept is based on evolved, market responsive clusters, each supported by corporate
services targeting eight leading markets: health; urban construction and housing; mobility; sustainable consumption; resource efficiency;
leisure and events; education and research; and digital communication. Each of the lead market areas is divided into a core area of products
and/or services, and sections that provide the materials, processes, engineering, and supporting services (Keil and Wetterau 2013).
Management structures are set up for each market.
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Ecological remediation and restoration
By the late 1980s, the Ruhr region was severely polluted. Toxic waste from heavy industry, untreated sewage, a high water table, and
subsiding ground made water and land remediation very difficult. With deteriorating environmental conditions, immediate attention was
required, as well as enormous investments.
The NRW state government has been central to the process of shaping remediation strategies, acting in partnership with municipalities,
universities and private actors. The late 1980s and 1990s in particular witnessed the beginning of new bottom-up development approaches,
guided by regional planning and key state institutions but designed and implemented by local groups. One major effort was the “Renewal from
Within” strategy, which was organised in close dialogue with, and met with approval in, the local community. Heralding this new approach
was the launch of the Emscher River International Building Exhibition (Internationale Bauaustellung IBA Emscher Park) in 1989 which was
set the task of environmentally restoring and economically restructuring the polluted Emscher River zone (See Section 3.6.1 for more detail).
Strict environmental requirements imposed since the 1960s and the increasing demand for clean technologies, ecological modernisation
challenged the energy, chemical, steel and coal industries to develop solutions for protecting the environment. Their role increasingly
encompassed the prevention of pollution through technical innovations and to use cleaner production processes. This created new job
opportunities in the protection and regeneration of the natural environment.
Given this new environmental compliance expertise the core industries soon acquired, the development of a new environmental
management, technology and systems industry in the Ruhr progressed quickly. Environmental problems were turned into market
opportunities. In 1992 the environmental industry in NRW produced goods and services with a value of about €10 billion (NordhauseJanz and Rehfeld 1995). By 2005, companies, universities and research institutes in the environmental technology sector employed
approximately 100,000 people (ILO 2014). Today the Ruhr is a leading area in Germany for environmental rehabilitation project design,
development and implementation, as well as environmental technologies and services.

Cultural development
By the late 1970s, the derelict industrial lands and buildings had become a burden on the Ruhr’s cities. In 1979, the NRW state
government established the Ruhr Property Funds to support the cities’ reuse of the brownfields. Through support from national and state
development programs, €2 billion was allocated for the purchase, demolition, decontamination and re-development of sites, with the
specific goals to:
•

provide attractive sites for commercial/ industrial investments,

•

create urban environments of high quality,

•

secure new jobs,

•

guarantee the responsible yet cost efficient treatment of pollution, and

•

build new areas for leisure and culture.

The Funds were implemented by the ‘NRW State Development Society’ and resulted in the purchase and restoration of 150 former
industrial sites by the state, thus ending the long-time “ground lock” situation. From 1980 to 2006, a total of 2,700 hectares of brownfields
were acquired, of which 1,700 hectares were subsequently offered on the open property market (Keil and Wetterau 2013).
The large investments resulted in several important cultural and environmental projects that radically changed the image of the region.
One outstanding cultural project was the Zeche Zollverein industrial and mining heritage complex in Essen. Here the conversion of former
coal mining, coking and processing facilities culminated in an architectural monument housing museums, shops, restaurants, ice rink, park
areas, a public pool, and a start-up incubator. The site educates the public about mining culture, development, and environmental impacts.
It also promotes and celebrates the identity that Metropolis Ruhr strives for today: as a hub for arts, culture, innovation and technology.
Zeche Zollverein (or just ‘Zollverein’) was declared a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2001.
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3.4.3. Multi-level energy transition (Energiewende) policy (since 2005)
From the mid-2000s the cities of the Ruhr began to implement measures that were consistent with the national government’s energy
transition (German: Energiewende) policies. Along with definitive emissions and energy targets, these measures were devised and executed
by the city municipalities and local groups, coordinated by the Regional Association Ruhr, and both guided and financially supported by
the NRW state government.

Phase-outs and climate protection
When the German national government closed the last coal mine and ended subsidies in 2018, major political disruptions were largely
avoided. This was achieved due to the 2007 Hard Coal Financing Law, an agreement made between the national government, the state
governments of Saarland and North Rhine-Westphalia, the mining company Ruhrkohle AG (once owned and operated all Ruhr’s coal
mines), and the mining union IG BCE (Industrial Union Mining, Chemicals, Energy - Industriegewerkschaft Bergbau, Chemie, Energie).
Part of the deal was to create the RAG Foundation which financed not only environmental remediation work as well as cultural and social
projects, but also continued to support to former coal miners.
In 2010, the German energy transition was launched by the national government with the aim of transitioning to a low-carbon, nuclearfree economy based on environmentally sound, reliable, and affordable energy supply (BMWi and BMU 2010). The basis for this was the
Integrated Energy and Climate Program (IEKP) which set out the goal of reducing CO2 emissions in Germany by 40% by 2020 relative
to 1990. First steps was to increase the efficiency of power plants; raise the number of cogeneration plants through the Combined Heat
and Power Act; use intelligent electricity meters in buildings; promote energy-saving buildings; and make funds available for building
renovation through the Reconstruction Loan Corporation (KfW). This was followed by the boosting of renewable energy generation
via feed-in tariffs through the Renewable Energy Sources Act - EEG; increasing biogas and geothermal production with the help of the
Renewable Energies Heat Act; and expanding the electricity network. In the transport sector, the focus was on biofuels, electromobility
and providing tax relief for fuel-saving vehicles, via the Motor Vehicle Tax Act.
In 2016, the IEKP was replaced by the Climate Action Plan 2050. It outlined a new reduction target of 80 to 95 percent by 2050 as well
as a list of measures for the sectors of building, transport, agriculture, industry, land use and forestry. In response to this plan, the state also
introduced a raft of complementary policies and measures.
The NRW state government issued its first NRW Climate Protection Law back in 2013 which applied the national emissions and energy
consumption reductions targets to state policy. The supporting NRW Climate Protection Plan set out 154 concrete measures targeting
different sectors of the economy: namely, energy conversion, manufacturing and industry, buildings, trade, commerce and services, traffic,
agriculture, forestry, soils, and private households. The Climate Protection Start Program, previously launched in 2011, began allocating
loans and grants to support low carbon investments in building renovation, cogeneration and resource efficiency by businesses. The New
Wind Energy Adoption Plan, also introduced in 2011, soon stimulated growth in wind turbine machine and plant engineering by removing
hurdles in planning approval for wind energy expansion. The Cogeneration Program allocated €250 million to enhance the efficiency of
existing CHP power plants, with the 2020 target of reducing CO2 emissions and raw materials by 35% each in NRW’s power generation.
Research programs supported by the state also helped cities find new sources and locations for renewable energies, and promote energy
networks and storage. Storage programs worked towards extending the power transmission network by 400 km and to quadruple the
capacity of pumped storage power plants. The Rhine-Ruhr District Heating Initiative sought to merge existing district heating systems
in the Ruhr and create a more modern energy supply network which replaces heat sources from fossil fuels with industrial waste heat.
Meanwhile cities received guidance on municipal energy planning and promotional support via the state’s Energy Agency and Consumer
Association respectively. The Resource Efficiency Program provided energy efficiency loans for businesses through the NRW State Bank.
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Renewable energy cluster development
The state government also established the "EnergyRegion.NRW", “Energy Research.NRW”, and “Environmental Technologies.NRW”
clusters in order to initiate new projects in energy technologies and bring them to market. The EnergyAgency.NRW manages the clusters
by networking those involved in the energy economy throughout the value chain and facilitating exchange of information between
them. The "EnergyRegion.NRW" cluster alone manages around 3,300 companies and institutions, 64 universities, 107 institutes and 94
associations. Sub-networks include networks for solar photovoltaics, power plant engineering, fuel cells and hydrogen, biomass, fuels and
engines of the future, energy-efficient and solar building construction, geothermal energy and wind power (Galarraga et al 2011).
Renewable energy (RE) industries have greatly benefited from the cluster network, boosting the development of RE systems components
that stem from mining technology. For example, the companies Voith Turbo, BHS Getriebe and IBC Wälzlager GmbH, once producers of
coal-mining machinery in the Ruhr are now leading makers of wind turbine parts. Siemens, originally producers of conventional coal-fired
power plants for the Ruhr area now manufactures biomass generators. Mining supplier Teramex has switched from the provision of drilling
machinery for coal mining to geothermal energy equipment (Galgóczi 2014).

Low-carbon development
The structural transition saw many Ruhr programs introduced that successfully mobilised sustainable development and energy transition
projects at the local city level. The most significant were the Concept Ruhr program (since 2007) and the InnovationCity Ruhr initiative
(since 2010).
The Concept Ruhr program was a joint platform introduced in 2007 by the Regional Association Ruhr (RVR) to enable all cities and
districts in the region to develop and coordinate local approaches to sustainable urban development. The platform consequently produced
400 projects across three action fields: “City”, “Climate” and “Education”. The “City” projects focused on the sustainable development
of urban spaces, neighborhoods and old industrial sites. The “Climate” projects implemented strategies for climate adaptation, energy
efficiency, renewable energy, mobility and regional greening. The “Education” projects improved educational opportunities within cities,
linking universities with municipalities for research and implementation. The Concept Ruhr program received European and NRW state
funding (€1.6 billion) as well as private investments (€4.4 billion).
In 2010, the NRW state government and the Initiativkreis Ruhr (IR), a group of 70 businesses from the Ruhr region launched a
competition to find a city in the Ruhr to host and model innovative, economically viable sustainable energy management strategies and
explore their replication across the Ruhr. The chosen city needed to show that it could reduce CO2 emissions by half in ten years while also
boosting the quality of life of residents. Applicant cities had to submit an energy-saving renovation plan, an energy supply concept, and a
concept for communication and activation of stakeholders for their districts. They had to demonstrate the capacity for implementation,
knowledge transfer, and stakeholder participation. This meant involving not just government organisations, scientific institutions, and
funding agencies but also businesses and civil society. The prize was finally awarded to the city of Bottrop for achieving these key aspects (See
Section 3.7.1 for details).
The success of InnovationCity Bottrop has led to the InnovationCity Rollout program. Twenty urban districts in 17 cities in the
Metropolis Ruhr have been selected to become real-life laboratories for low-carbon urban development in the Ruhr. The cities work with
local businesses and communities on district-specific projects, and are advised by Innovation City Management GmbH (ICM). They also
make use of ICM’s scientific and industry networks to test state-of-the-art energy technologies under real-life conditions. The program is
jointly managed by ICM with the economic development agency ‘metropoleruhr GmbH’, the development association ‘WiN EmscherLippe Gesellschaft zur Strukturverbesserung mbH’ (regional structural improvement association) and the ‘Wuppertal Institut für Klima,
Umwelt, Energie gGmbH’, a non-profit think tank on climate, environment and energy. The NRW state government and the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) have together invested €3.5 million in the program. Funding from the national debt and grant
finance provider ‘KfW’ also assists the cities.
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Energy infrastructure transformation
Metropolis Ruhr did not undergo a large-scale transformation in the regional energy infrastructure but emphasis has been on increasing
municipal power generation from renewable energy sources, modernizing combined heat and power (CHP) plants to save energy, expanding
local heating networks into dense neighbourhoods, constructing and managing intelligent power grids, and improving municipal energy
services. The intention was to connect the energy systems into an overall integrated urban energy grid over the long-term.
For many years, the uptake of renewables remained low due to the high cost of renewable energy technologies and the availability of
cheaper and often heavily subsidised, imported oil, natural gas or coal by the region’s energy providers and distributors. Systematic efforts
in renewable energy by Ruhr cities only began when the national energy transition legislation was passed in 2010.
In 2012, the proportion of renewable energy in the net final energy consumption for the whole of the Ruhr region was 5.5%. Around
94.5% of the final energy consumption was still based on fossil fuels. The figures for the proportion of renewable energy in the final
energy consumption for the individual administrative districts and cities of the Ruhr ranged from 2.4% to 9.9% (Reutter et al 2017). A
more detailed analysis of the Ruhr’s overall renewable energy development trends is not possible given the lack of historical energy data.
Generally, a modest but constant rise in RE deployment has been noted, in line with general trends.
Today municipal utilities (German: Stadtwerke) are the predominant energy providers in the Metropolis Ruhr. The municipal utilities
supply around 70% of the Ruhr population with natural gas and 60% with electricity. Most of them rely on local decentralised combined
heat and power (CHP). These are seen as the most flexible and secure way to supply heat in the region. Fifty of a total of 80 public power
plants with a capacity of more than 10 MW use CHP in the Ruhr. The MR cities contribute to a 4,300 km long district heating network,
making the Metropolis Ruhr district heating network one of the largest networks in Europe (Wuppertal Institute 2017).
The MR district heating network is fed centrally by heating plants fuelled by oil, natural gas or coal. In recent years, many cities have
switched to alternative energy sources such as industrial waste heat, heat from waste incineration plants, and input from biomass and
biogas via CHP plants. In 2010, the total quantity of the Ruhr district heating network was 6.485 GWh/a. Heating output each year is
derived from seven feeders of industrial waste heat, delivering 730 GWh, three waste incineration plants of 350 MW, and four heating
generators with renewable energies rated at 25 MW, delivering a heat quantity of 200 GWh/a (Bartelt et al 2013).
The Ruhr municipal utilities function not only as local distribution network operators for electricity, gas and district heating but also
as retailer and supplier of electricity and gas, and energy services. They make decisions regarding the expansion of renewable energy
generation, the operation of networks and storage, the increase of energy efficiencies of systems, and the control of different renewable
energy sources fed into systems. As network operators, they can modernise the power lines and grids via intelligent networks which enable
cities to adapt electricity demand with the supply of renewable energies. Through such grids, they can link different branches of public
services such as integrating electromobility infrastructures as part of the public transport network.
Several city governments in the Ruhr have been able to directly control the modernisation of their local energy systems by owning at least
a majority share in municipal utilities, if not 100%, This was important in meeting emissions and energy targets. They were able to guide
efficiency and energy strategies by providing energy advisory services for companies and residents, and help develop innovative energy
services packages sold by the municipal utilities. The ‘Stadtwerke Bochum’ municipal energy company, for example, offers products related
to building management systems as well as services in the planning, construction and operation of micro-CHPs, while the Stadtwerke
Unna leases photovoltaic systems and takes on all tasks from planning to installation and the maintenance of systems.
Heating from renewable energy sources have been based on the knowledge of older systems from the mining era. In the city of Bochum,
thermal energy in mine leachate is used to provide heat for public buildings, while CHP plants convert coal mine methane from
abandoned mines into electricity and heat. In Bottrop, there are plans to turn a former coal mine into a hydroelectric storage facility that
could provide power and heat to over 400,000 local homes. The plan is being developed by a consortium of local universities, consultants
and mining operators, and is, at the time of writing this report, in the exploratory stage.
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3.5. Programmatic implementation: regional scale
3.5.1 Ecological reconstruction of the region: IBA Emscher Park
The ecological reconstruction of the River Emscher which runs through the central part of the Metropolis Ruhr is the region’s most
significant environmental project. The River Emscher region is a 70km long area covering 800 km2 with 2 million inhabitants living in
17 cities. The River Emscher flows from the east through heavily urbanised and industrialised areas and meets the Rhine River to the west,
like the River Ruhr to its south.
The River Emscher was long considered the country’s most polluted river and by the 1980s, was characterised by vacant factories, closed
mines and abandoned docks. The entire river system had ecologically deteriorated as a result of industrial water pollution, sewage and soil
contamination. Past mining practices caused the ground to sink. Huge mounds of mining waste spread across the area. The region’s image
was very poor. Seen as a dilapidated rust belt and unhealthy wasteland, these were very unattractive aspects to prospective investors.
In 1988, the NRW state government launched the International Building Exhibition (IBA) Emscher Park program to kickstart work on
landscape remediation, nature conservation, and the economic and urban development of the River Emscher system. The aim was to shift
the region’s image from “rust belt” to “green, modern metropolitan area”. The program’s initial 10-year time-frame ensure that changes
did not only focus on individual building solutions but also tackle larger urban and landscape projects. It also gave ample time for project
partners to undertake the interdisciplinary planning processes required.
The IBA program was managed by Emscher Park GmbH, a company created by the NRW state government. It called upon towns,
companies, architects, citizens and interest groups to participate in the planning process and to suggest project proposals, in to five themes.
It assisted the groups in the planning and implementation process, working in cooperation with the Ruhr Regional Association (RVR) and
the state government. When the IBA program concluded, Project Ruhr GmbH (a company set up to promote projects in the MR) took
over the project management and began to create the follow-up 2010 masterplan. The finance of the IBA Emscher Park program came
from various sources. The Emscher Park GmbH was given an initial funding of €18 million. From 1991, the state government supported
the project by passing on funds from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and national funds. Over the 10 years, 120
projects were realised with investments totalling DM5 billion (€4.4 billion) – two thirds of which came from the public budget (Ackermann
2019).
The IBA public-private program set out five main planning themes as the foundation of project implementation:
1. the creation of the Emscher Landscape Park (320 km2) – to merge the regeneration of industrial “open spaces” with the seven
existing green corridors in the region;
2. the ecological regeneration of the Emscher River system – to completely rebuild and renaturalise 350 km of polluted watercourses over
a 30-year period;
3. the development of new uses for old industrial buildings and industrial monuments – to find alternatives to the demolition of former
mines, steelworks or factories;
4. the development of a “Working in the Park” concept – to create new workplace locations via 22 science and technology centers on
derelict industrial sites; and
5. the development of new housing and integrated district development – to refurbish or build 6,000 properties according to high
ecological and aesthetic standards.
The Emscher Landscape Park was the central landscape reconstruction project of the region. In the first decade, the focus was on leisure
and tourism opportunities. The succeeding 2010 landscape masterplan emphasised a long-term strategy for the development of hightechnology parks, urban agriculture, and urban forestry.
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The ecological regeneration of the Emscher river system was a complex undertaking given the system’s 80 km long river and 350 kilometres
of tributaries. By the 1980s the river system had become a canalised open sewer network. Through the IBA program, new decentralised
waste-water treatment plants and 400 km of new underground sewer canals were built. The river and its tributaries were cleaned-up,
remediated and restored. The renaturation of water courses attracted urban development along its banks, including the rehabilitation of
old housing and the creation of new residential areas. With investments totalling €4.5 billion, the River Emscher transformation became
one of the biggest infrastructure projects in Europe. (Reutter et al 2017)
Remediation work also extended to the abandoned industrial areas. Through generous public funding from the national and state
government as well as European Union programs, these sites were decontaminated and redeveloped. The result was a string of industrial
cultural monuments, as shown below. Cultural events were also integrated into the development of the IBA program such as the
“Ruhrtriennale”, a cultural festival for performing arts. In 2010, the Metropolis Ruhr was awarded the title of “Cultural Capital of
Europe.”
High unemployment demanded new solutions to workplaces. The IBA theme of “Working in the park” focused on converting the former
mine or steel sites into attractive, sustainable and modern working places. Much support was given to settlement refurbishments, and
the creation of new residential areas built to high energy efficiency standards. Several former garden suburbs and traditional workers’
settlements in the Emscher zone were restored. Here conservation work was combined with building energy retrofits, also with concern for
the affordability of housing (Keil and Wetterau 2013).

Figure 2. Tetrahedron Bottrop (Image: Germany Tourism)

Figure 3. Jahrhunderthalle Bochum (Image: route-industriekultur.ruhr)
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Figure 4. Gasometer Oberhausen (Image: memo-media.de)

Figure 5. Landscape Park Duisburg-Nord (Image: kigorosa.de)

Figure 6. Duisburg Inner Harbour (Image: flickr)

Figure 7. Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complex Essen
(Image: serviceportal-bottrop.de)
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3.6. Programmatic implementation: local municipal scale
3.6.1 MR Model City 1: InnovationCity Ruhr | Model City Bottrop
Background to structural change
The city of Bottrop covers an area of 101 km2 with a population of 117,383 inhabitants (2018). Like many cities in the Ruhr, its economy
historically depended on coal mining and heavy industries. With the collapse of the mining industry in the 1960s and 1970s, the city lost
many residents and jobs. The population stabilised in the 1980s with the emergence of new industries in packaging and logistics, industrial
and mobility equipment, however unemployment remained above the German average.
In the 1990s, the city adopted a "small steps, small companies” approach. This meant attracting small and medium-sized companies of up
to 600 employees and getting them to establish themselves in the city. By the early 2000s, however, several large companies in surrounding
municipalities were closing. Pollution from coal mining and stricter environmental standards set by the national and state governments
soon caused the city to focus more strongly on environmental protection.
The city’s strategy to re-energize the local economy while also protecting the environment was to create a development plan based on the
three themes of recreation, climate and knowledge. This helped transform the city more into a leisure destination, with new entertainment
and recreational facilities. The city invested in climate protection and advanced technology in municipal buildings. It encouraged
knowledge transfer and new ideas from the universities in the area. It regenerated large areas of the city and turned itself into a regionally
recognized model for sustainable urban development. In 2010, the city won the title of “Innovation City Ruhr” for its participatory plan
for low-carbon development as part of a competition launched by Initiative Group Ruhr company (Initiativekreis Ruhr GmbH), a group
of 70 companies in the region. Instead of constructing completely new energy efficient and renewable-energy based districts, the focus
was on reshaping the municipal, housing, transport, economy and energy sectors. It decided that transforming the local economy was best
built upon existing knowledge of energy systems. But instead of fossil fuels, the systems would be based on energy efficiency and renewable
energy, bringing large market potential to local services and trades.
When Bottrop’s last remaining coal mine was closed in 2018, it had shifted to a manufacturing and service-based economy. Today
unemployment in the city is amongst the lowest in the region.
The city is supplied by two large private energy companies: ELE Emscher Lippe GmbH (natural gas and power supply) and Evonik Fernwärme
GmbH (district heating supply). There are several very well-developed local district heating networks. The thermal supply is provided by the
waste-to-energy power station Essen-Karnap and the Herne power plant , whereby almost 93% of the city’s heat energy is generated by hybrid
forms of combined heat and electricity involving sewage gas and photovoltaics. Although the city lacks its own municipal energy utility, it works
with the private energy companies to improve its local energy infrastructure and encourage R&D through collaborations with research groups.
Table 2. Summary of population, economic and energy trends in Bottrop
Bottrop

Statistics at the start of the energy transition*

Latest available statistics*

Population

116,771 (2010)a

117,383 (2018)a

Urban GDP

€2,298 million (2010)a

€2,598 million (2017)a

Unemployment rate

8.5% (2010)a

6.9% (2019)a

Renewable energy infrastructure

226 solar systems
5 wind turbines
2 biogas plants
2 CHP plants fed by mine gas & sewage gas
(2009, no data on installed capacity available)b

1,100 solar PV systems (24 MW)
10 wind turbines (13 MW)
5 biomass CHP plants (2 MW)
7 sewage gas CHP plants (16 MW)
(2015)c

Feed-in electricity from local renewable energy

4% (2009)b

11% (2015)c

* Please note that these figures represent a snapshot in a very dynamic picture. The programs have commenced only relatively recently, and in the renewable energy
share cover only the years 2009-2015. While the share in 2015 was 11% this represents a 275% improvement over the base year of 2009.
Sources: astatistik.rvr.ruhr, bCity of Bottrop (2011), cEnergiemap.info
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Figure 8. Employment trends in Bottrop in comparison with the Ruhr region and the state of NRW between 2009 and 2018 (rvr.ruhr)

Figure 8 shows a large employment increase in teaching and education, healthcare and social services, art, leisure and other services over
the 10 year period, while jobs in manufacturing have declined.

Energy transition process and agents
The shift towards an economy based on sustainable energy use and environmental protection began in the early 1980s. Bottrop issued
its first environmental policies during this period and created a division for environmental protection within the department of urban
planning, initially to tackle the pollution from coal mining but later to conduct new energy-saving activities such as municipal energy
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management in public buildings. In 1997, the city released its Energy Concept (Energiekonzept - EK) and won the European Energy Gold
Award for its energy conservation measures. In 2010, the city was awarded the title “Innovation City Ruhr Bottrop” for its proposal for lowcarbon development as part of the competition initiated by Initiative Group Ruhr, mentioned above.
The contest sought development proposals from the municipalities in the region for pilot areas which had the capacity to reduce carbon
emissions by 50% within ten years, and to also include innovative participatory measures. Bottrop’s submission was successful because it was
replicable given that its building stock, energy system, and social structures were typical for a Ruhr city. The city’s proposal was to modernise
seven pilot districts in the municipality. In an area of 25km2 with 70,000 inhabitants and 14,500 buildings, the districts would serve as a
living laboratory for climate-friendly urban development and sustainable economic growth.
In 2011, the city joined the Covenant of Mayors thereby reinforcing its promise to reduce emissions through systematic measures. In the
same year, it released the Integrated Energy and Climate Protection Concept (Integriertes Energie- und Klimaschutzkonzept - IEKK) which
replaced the earlier climate plan. The IEKK outlined ten fields of action: zero emissions, energy efficiency, innovation, hydrogen, renewable
energy, climate adaptation, mobility, awareness raising, information, advisory services, education, and networks. In cooperation with actors,
suitable measures were defined for each field according to their ability to directly save energy and CO2 emissions; initiate more efficiency
projects; and expand networks and capacities. Projects that were self-supportive in terms of budget and expertise were prioritised.
The InnovationCity Management GmbH (ICM) was created to lead the 10-year-long project and serve as the main interface between
stakeholders. The company consisted of five public and private shareholders: the Initiative Group Ruhr / Initiativekreis Ruhr GmbH
as initiators of the contest, the City of Bottrop as presiding chair, a local energy company (BETREM Emscherbrennstoffe), an industry
and public sector consultancy (agiplan), and a real estate company (RAG Montan Immobilien). The group combined urban planning
experience, city governance know-how and project management capability. Its twenty-five employees coordinate approximately 300 projects
in 2020.

Figure 9. The organisational structure of InnovationCity Bottrop. Source: Based on Mendle et al 2015
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The first task for the ICM was to create a roadmap outlining all critical areas, goals and steps to achieve the emissions reductions target
through the climate-proofing of the pilot districts. With the city of Bottrop, ICM commissioned a working group consisting of four
engineering, planning and consultancy firms to develop a low-carbon city master plan. The group completed a detailed study of the social,
environmental and physical aspects of the pilot districts. Public conferences, a planning workshop with companies, and a feedback website
enabled stakeholders to submit ideas on how their districts and city should look like. Project packages were then developed for each city sector.
In 2014, the 1,300-page Climate-Friendly Urban Redevelopment masterplan resulted, proposing 350 measures. The masterplan targeted
three priority areas: (1) creation of quality jobs, (2) promotion of private sector development, and (3) fighting climate change. The
masterplan showed where in the city the highest CO2 emissions can be achieved, and the quality of life most improved, and what measures
and projects in the sectors of housing, work, energy, transport and city planning realise that potential (Reutter et al 2017).
To provide the services and solutions needed to implement individual modernisation projects, ICM organised a network partner for technology
comprising local tradespeople, architects and energy consultants. The network ensured the quality and sustainability of the work completed
in Bottrop. A an example, network members had to show high technical abilities in preparing expert assessments and thermographic studies,
installing heating and photovoltaic systems, and planning and completing renovations according to the best energy standards.
To become a real-life laboratory and testing ground for environmental technologies and low carbon urban redevelopment, the city made
sure that scientific research supported the projects implemented. ICM formed a Scientific Advisory Board to guide this process, allowing
experience and new findings to be scientifically assessed and transferred by key participants: the Board represented ten universities and nine
research institutes.
The Bottrop strategy included energy systems upgrades and the integration of other low-carbon improvements throughout the city, district
by district. In this way district-specific problems were solved systematically. A district manager in each pilot district coordinated all projects
of urban regeneration, energy modernisation, historical conservation and community participation. District management committees
comprising members of the community helped ensure that local interests were taken into account, and building owners, tenants and
businesses were given good advice, and projects were realised.
The city worked closely with two local housing companies on the larger apartment complex refurbishments: the Gesellschaft für Bauen und
Wohnen Bottrop mbH, owning 2,000 dwellings, and Vivawest, a major regional housing company, controlling 6,000 dwellings in Bottrop (Huber
2013). These projects demonstrated simple but cost-effective refurbishment techniques and have improved the local quality of life greatly.
Several energy providers as well as manufacturing and industrial companies contributed to the urban development process, including E.ON,
RWE, STEAG, Bayer, Viessmann, Buderus, Stiebel Eltron, and RAG - to name a few. Contributions were mainly in form of project cofinancing, free or discounted materials, technical know-how or staff allocations. While most companies have applied existing technologies in
projects, some made use of Bottrop’s modernisation program to test and promote new products and technologies. Other industries such as
the regional utilities and energy suppliers were also involved - focusing on increasing the efficiency of energy supply systems (e.g. combined
heat and power – CHP or cogeneration) in the local district heating and power systems network, and working with the city to develop new
sales and business models based on energy services.
Three research bodies formed the main scientific contributors in Bottrop’s energy transition. The Institute for Applied Science Ruhr-West
(HRW) Department of Energy Systems and Energy Economics focused on decentralised energy generation, especially micro-CHP installations,
renewable energy systems, and smart grids. The Fraunhofer Institute for Environmental, Safety and Energy Technology developed an indicatorbased project assessment tool – measuring such aspects as innovation capacity, sustainability, chances for success, and market size. The
Wuppertal Institute for Climate, Environment and Energy was responsible for research program coordination and funding acquisition.
Local banks and the North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) state bank also assisted greatly in project financing. Local banks provided simple loan
products to homeowners for building modernisation, and helped tailor energy efficiency business models for building companies. The NRW
State Bank granted funds for projects that the commercial banks did not lend to, particularly the large social housing and public domain
projects that were realised by housing cooperatives and municipalities. (Huber 2013)
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The InnovationCity Management GmbH was initially funded with €1 million from the Initiativkreis. ICM gained further revenue from
annual subscriptions by companies to the ICM’s network of partners. Specific projects sourced funds from various sources. Overall, the
program received European Union structural funds (ERDF), state, municipal, and corporate investments, as well as national research and
development funds. Local businesses have benefited from investments totalling €110 million in contracts (Reutter et al 2017). By 2020,
around €473 million have been invested in the low-carbon transition (Schepelmann 2018).

Projects and outcomes
The “Climate-Friendly Urban Redevelopment” masterplan formed the basis of InnovationCity Ruhr Bottrop.
The initial focus was on energy savings in public buildings and municipal operations, followed by energy renovations of the urban building
stock, with special attention given to houses that were built in the 1950-70s. In 2011, the city established the Center of Energy Information
and Advice (ZIB) to guide households and businesses on building renovation and project funding. It also provided technical services
including energy consumption analyses and thermal imaging of properties which aided the development of retrofitting plans. Depending on
the type of building and potential for CO2 reductions, the city granted up to 25% of the modernisation costs to property owners. Tenants
could also receive a subsidy for the purchase of new efficient electrical appliances.
The city also launched the “Future Homes Plus” (ZUKUNFTSHÄUSER+) initiative, which aimed at promoting the development of energy
self-sufficient buildings in the municipality. These are buildings that produce more energy than they use, and are generally achieved by
combining renewable energy systems (e.g. PV and heat pumps) with low-energy-use building techniques (e.g. passive solar building design
and insulation). In association with industry partners, the city began collaborating with property owners to achieve the plus-energy (surplus
generation) goal in single family, multifamily and commercial buildings. With financial support from the NRW state bank, the initiative has
resulted in many private homes and commercial buildings with a surplus-energy rating.
At the neighbourhood scale, the city worked with local housing associations and housing industry partners to guide large building
refurbishments to ensure affordability and community cohesion. In order to minimise the impact of residential modernisation on the cost of
rent, the strategy was to avoid expensive insulation and elevators, and to replace old storage heaters with new heating systems, new windows and
basic insulation. The preservation of cultural meaning and roots was also very important, and hence the city worked to preserve the heritage
qualities of individual districts and the social structures of residential communities. It ensured that community facilities and public space
development always accompanied development projects. An estimated €23 million was granted to the city for urban renewal measures between
2012 and 2020 (Reutter et al 2017). The city has achieved a residential modernisation rate of 3% per year, far above the national rate of 1%.
Systematic energy refurbishment in Bottrop also encompassed 2,000 buildings housing industry, trade, commerce, services or public facilities.
At the start, the city worked on improving the energy efficiency of its own facilities and procure green electricity. It then collaborated with
businesses to find energy savings potentials, instill energy efficient practices, and promote renewable energy application. As part of the “Zero
Emissions Park” project, the city challenged companies and their research partners to create replicable energy concepts based on the sustainable
redevelopment of industrial and commercial areas. Small companies were encouraged to use solar energy in their operations by installing
photovoltaic systems on office and factory roofs, while larger industries were urged to supply the city with energy surpluses for the local heating
networks. As a result of the city’s promotions, several local businesses in Bottrop were able to achieve a high level of energy self-sufficiency.
Citizens in Bottrop were very active in adopting renewable energy technologies. A local citizen solar cooperative, the Sonnenkraft eG began
leasing roof areas on public buildings such as the town hall and schools for the installation of PV panels. This highly successful scheme
allowed citizens to invest for a fixed return. Individual households opted for small-scale solar PV or solar thermal panel installations on their
roofs, while farmers preferred to invest in bigger PV systems, biogas CHP plants or wind turbines on their farms.
At the municipal level, the city supported the integration of a range of renewable energy systems, such as solar and battery storage systems
in government buildings, and photovoltaic panels on the municipal waste landfill as well as on noise barriers along its highways. It was the
first town in the Ruhr to create a planned zone for wind energy. It worked with developers to provide homes with geothermal systems in
all new residential settlements.
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The city also pursued alternative energy sources in the district heating network, removing to fossil fuels. In 2007, the public water
management society ‘Emschergenossenschaft’ began to convert sewage gas from the municipal sewage plant into hydrogen. This was fed into
a fuel cell cogeneration plant to produce heating for a school and public swimming pool. The hydrogen was also used to fuel public buses.
From 2010, sewage sludge was used as a biomass material and biogas source in the city’s incineration plant to fuel several micro-CHP plants.
Since then, other sources of energy have been explored. In 2018, a group of local universities, consultants and mining operators began plans
to turn Bottrop’s former underground coal mine into a 200MW pumped-storage hydroelectric power station. By releasing stored water from
the upper to lower chambers of the mines through turbines at the foot of the mine shafts, enough electricity can be generated to balance and
bridge power intermittencies for over 400,000 homes. Heated to 40 degrees, the water’s thermal energy is also used for district heating.
The city also participated in several EU-funded energy research projects. In the “100 Cogeneration Systems” project (2013-2016) the
city sought to expand the use of micro-CHP systems in households and companies within the municipal area. In the “Dual Demand Site
Management” project (2011-2014), the city worked with the RWTH University of Aachen on linking energy storage systems in buildings
and urban districts via a virtual grid in order to manage the flow of decentralised renewable energy alongside other external energy supplies.
Bottrop’s energy transition strategy was founded on a) building awareness, b) providing practical informing, and c) mobilizing the
community. The city conducted campaigns and hosted events such as ‘InnovationCity Day’ and community workshops to generate ideas
and trigger feedback. It worked with schools and universities to create learning environments that were geared towards climate protection
and energy transition. Sustainable building construction and energy efficiency courses were integrated into the curriculum of the local
technical college. Secondary school outreach programs were organised around environmental and climate education.
Eco-mobility was another important part of the energy transition process. The city sought to decrease emissions in transport by installing
car charging infrastructure and sites, promoting the sharing of electric cars, and introducing fuel-cell powered buses. It also developed and
expanded cycle paths and extended its public transport network. It took part in the “Sustainable Urban Truck Routing” project which
developed an application that helped heavy goods transport find the quickest and most energy efficient routes in the city based on the
electronic tracking of traffic and road conditions.
To adapt to the growing effects of climate change, the city undertook projects which integrated urban greening, open space development
and water management in urban projects. Like energy conservation, the efficient use of water by the municipality was a high priority. The
city addressed rainwater management in business and industrial parks by creating green open spaces to drain and retain water, thereby
reducing the amount of stormwater to be processed, and thus saving energy. As part of the Bottrop masterplan, the city conducted a heavy
rainfall study, a vulnerability analysis, and a green infrastructure integrated development concept.
Since 2010, around 370 individual projects have been implemented in Bottrop. By 2015, the measures and projects has resulted in a reduction
of CO2 emissions of around 100,000 tons, equivalent to a 38% reduction compared to 2010 emissions levels (Schepelmann 2018).

Challenges
At the start of the process, it was unclear to residents, businesses and municipal entities what the role and tasks of the ICM as management
company in the publicly visible InnovationCity program was, leading many to doubt the process. Local firms in particular were at first
hesitant to commit to projects. Improved confidence in the process and increased local ‘buy-in’ were only achieved once the organisation’s
structure was better explained and the communication process with stakeholders became more smoother and more efficient. With ICM as
the one project office, project implementation was shown to be more effectively directed.
When Bottrop was awarded the InnovationCity title, its citizens expected immediate benefits such as free modernisation technologies for
their homes or grants for systems. Those involved in proposing ideas for the districts expected their visions to be adopted. However this was
not possible given public budget constraints and legislative restrictions. To address these expectations, ICM launched a promotion offensive
by describing the project carefully through the media and convincing the citizens of the value of beginning with smaller but more practical
projects such as its energy advisory center, e-bike sharing, and many other similar initiatives.
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Even though the potential long-term benefits for all parties in participating in the city’s energy transition plan was well-known and
promoted by the city, companies were initially inclined to reject collaboration on large projects because of the fear of becoming too reliant
on them. To overcome this apprehension, the city approached local firms multiple times to work out smaller, individual energy concepts
and to point out energy and cost savings potentials. The determination of the ICM soon resulted in many SMEs investing in a range of
efficiency and renewable energy measures.
At the level of city governance, not every local politician was equally convinced of the projects proposed. The ICM company dealt with
this challenge by providing councillors with the necessary project information, organizing workshops with energy experts, and only
implementing projects which showed real practical benefits in climate protection. Given that the Mayor in Bottrop worked formerly as an
urban planner, he was also able to more easily reconcile the general political interests regarding city development with the masterplan’s urban
planning and energy targets.
Prior to the InnovationCity initiative, the city administration’s capacity to transform and innovate its local energy supply systems was fairly
low because it did not own or have a share in the local energy utilities. Compared to the municipal utilities that are more prevalent in the
larger main cities of the Ruhr, Bottrop’s energy infrastructure has historically relied on two private local energy supply and district heating
companies. Therefore, the city has had very limited capacity to enforce technical change in the local energy systems. But by maintaining
a close working relationship with the companies, the city was able to develop energy and spatial planning policies that facilitate efficiency
improvements in the district heating network and increase the use of renewable energy sources in the city’s cogeneration systems.
The city faced several challenges during the energy refurbishment process. It had to find ways to refurbish many types of buildings in a
sustainable manner as well as ensure that the historical character of particular areas was preserved. It had to determine the appropriate,
optimal level of upgrade work on multi-family housing in order not to cause a large rise in rents. It also had to find new ways of promoting
energy efficiency loans, originally launched to assist homeowners in carrying out renovation work. Despite decreased paperwork and the
scrapping of collateral requirements, the demand for the loans remained low.
Bottrop’s municipal energy advisory center was effective in making a whole range of services available, but the city remained dependent on
individual property owners to voluntarily visit and consult the center. As a result, the modernisation rate of smaller residential, commercial
and retail properties was only moderate. The city’s responded by hiring neighbourhood managers who would approach building owners
directly and help raise awareness of energy cost savings potentials in building renovation, and refer them to the energy advisory center as a
major means of support.
There were spatial planning and other red-tape challenges. The overwhelming interest by citizens to invest in roof-top PV projects led the
local community solar cooperative to explore ways of expanding its investments. However additional roof space was hard to find, and complex
bureaucratic barriers were faced when proposing wind turbine installations. A farmer investor group discovered that the planned investment
of a single 180 m high wind turbine required the approval of over 60 institutions at all governance levels (Huber 2013). Since then the city
has worked to find more suitable locations for PV, wind turbines, as well as to ease approval processes for renewable energy systems.
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3.6.2 MR Model City 2: Essen European Green Capital
Background to structural change
The city of Essen is located in the heart of the Ruhr region. It covers an area of 210 km2 with a population of around 583,000 people
(2018). It was formerly the biggest coal mining city in Europe. In 1986, the closure of the Zollverein colliery ended almost 600 years of
mining history in the city.
The city deployed urban development projects to reinvigorate the local economy and to create new jobs. When the IBA Emscher Park program
was launched in 1989, former industrial lands opened up for new uses for the first time. The city took this opportunity to recraft a new identity
based on multiple themes: as a leading conference location, a shopping city, a university hub and as a cultural and green capital in Europe.
The city transformed several hundred hectares of industrial land into sustainable living, office, culture and recreation space following energy efficiency
and “green” and “blue” infrastructure (landscape and water systems) principles. Around €300 million was spent on new retail and office space, as well
as a new university district with green, residential and commercial areas. Investments of approximately €1.5 billion are being realised in 2020.
The city of Essen is the service and financial center for the Ruhr region. Its new economy is knowledge- and services-oriented. The corporate
headquarters of 10 of the 100 largest German companies in the power industry, steel engineering and retail trade are located here. Threequarters of the working population are employed in administration, the service industries and commerce. Major investments in the city’s
green energy transition has resulted in around 13,000 new green jobs. The city was named “European Capital of Culture” in 2010, which
showcased the contribution of cultural diversity to the city’s development; and “European Green Capital 2017” in 2015, which recognised
its achievements in climate protection and environmental regeneration.
The city is now an internationally renowned place for commercial fairs and conferences, and hosts many cultural institutions, e.g. the
museums, galleries, concert halls and theatres. Many of these are funded by private foundations. The city also showcases outstanding
environmental achievements: 3,100 hectares of parks and green areas; 95% of the population living within 300 m of green urban areas; and
376 km of bicycle lanes. No domestic waste landfills were opened since the 1960s (EGC 2017). Essen is on track to reach targets in climate
protection, urban regeneration, economic diversification, job creation and community cohesion.
In terms of its energy system, all services including gas, water, sewage, electricity, services and port operations are supplied and managed
by Stadtwerke Essen AG, the municipal utility company for the city of Essen. The company is today owned by Essener Versorgungsund Verkehrsgesellschaft mbH (municipal public services supply and transport company, 51%), Westnetz GmbH (distribution network
company, 29%), and Thüga Aktiengesellschaft (gas and power supply company, 20%). Essen has a high-performance district heating
network with over 90% cogeneration. The Essen-Karnap waste incineration plant is the most important heat supplier providing over 76%
of the district heat. (City of Essen 2015b)
Table 3. Essen’s population, economic and energy profile
Essen

Statistics at the start of the energy transition*

Latest available statistics*

Population

574,635 (2010) d

583,109 (2018) d

Urban GDP

€23,516 million (2010) d

€24,647 million (2017) d

Unemployment rate

12% (2010) d

10.1% (2019) d

Renewable energy
infrastructure

380 solar PV plants (2.88 MW)
5 hydropower plants (19.1 MW)
3 biomass plants (0.847 MW)
(2009)e

1,533 solar PV plants (19 MW)
5 hydropower plants (8 MW)
10 biomass CHP plants (6 MW)
3 sewage gas heat plants (0 MW)
(2015)f

Feed-in electricity from local
renewable energy

1.24% (2011)g

2% (2015)f

* Please note that these figures represent a snapshot in a very dynamic picture, The programs have commenced only relatively recently, and in the renewable energy
share cover only the years 2010-2015. While the share in 2015 was 2% this represents a 162% increase over the base year of 2011.
Source: dstatistik.rvr.ruhr, eCity of Essen (2009), fEnergymap.info, gCity of Essen (2014)
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Figure 10. Employment trends in Essen in comparison with the Ruhr region and the state of NRW between 2009 and 2018 (rvr.ruhr).

Figure 10 shows the enormous rise in jobs in Essen in real estate, residential development, science and technology, over the 10 year period,
while work in manufacturing, construction and administration has declined.

Energy transition process and agents
Essen’s integrated approach to the climate-responsive conversion of the city began already in the late 1980s through its participation in the
IBA Emscher Park program (See Section 3.6.1 for more detail). Like the city of Bottrop’s, Essen’s energy transition was driven by pollution
concerns and the search for an alternative to the coal and steel economy.
In 2009 the city issued its first Integrated Energy and Climate Protection Concept (Integriertes Energie- und Klimaschutzkonzept - IEKK).
It initially included 133 actions. The concept was reviewed and expanded in 2013. The main objective was to reduce CO2 emissions by
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40% by 2020, and 95% by 2050. Actions would be guided by a policy and action platform called "klima|werk|stadt|essen" (KWSE); it
was developed by the city to coordinate projects in sustainable and climate-friendly urban development. By 2010, Essen had joined the
Covenant of Mayors, and won the European Energy Award and the Energy-Efficient City competition organised by the German Ministry
of Education and Research. In 2013, the Climate Protection Law for North Rhine-Westphalia made environmental and climate protection
a statutory task of the city.
The updated IEKK outlined 160 actions to be implemented over five years. These were organised into five areas: energy efficiency;
renewable energy and co-generation; low carbon mobility; green urban development; and water sensitive urban design. Several older
climate protection initiatives were already in place; these continued and were supplemented with climate adaptation measures. The added
complexity in considering climate adaptation in the implementation of projects was managed by a special interdisciplinary team for
"Urban Development and Climate Impact Adaptation" established by the city. The team’s task was to evaluate the likely impacts of climate
change; define the adaptation requirements at the city and district levels; outline local adaptation strategies; and develop future options in
model districts for building structures, open spaces and urban planning. (umweltbundesamt.de)
The implementation of the IEKK was coordinated by the KWSE working group. It consisted of the city’s Mayor Office, the city’s
Environment Office, the municipal public services supply and transport company (EVV), and several companies and organisations
including the municipal utility, the municipal housing association, the municipal green spaces group (GGE) and University DuisburgEssen. Through KWSE, projects were continuously monitored and new projects consistently added. These followed a schedule with
definitive climate and energy milestones. KWSE also enabled community groups, schools, companies, industry and trades to showcase
projects and learn from one another.

Figure 11. The organisational structure of Essen’s Integrated Energy and Climate Concept. Source: Based on City of Essen (2015a)

In 2012 the city government founded the Essen Climate Agency within the Department of Environment to act as the central point
of contact for the KWSE. The Agency’s tasks was to coordinate projects related to climate protection and the local energy transition;
provide tailored energy advice and services; network the various stakeholders; and organise environmental events and campaigns. As
an independent entity, the agency did not have to commit to any major sponsors or interest-based clients, thus endowing it with the
credibility needed to encourage the participation of local citizens, companies (e.g. trades, building experts, municipal service providers),
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and other actors (e.g. associations, interest groups). The Agency operated primarily as a project-financed institution and received support
from the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
The Essen Climate Agency and KWSE played important roles in Essen’s energy transition process. The city’s strategy was to decarbonise
the energy system through energy savings on electricity and heating, and using renewable energies in the generation of heat and power.
It saw great potential in energy efficiencies within the building sector. With the assistance of the Essen Energy-Saving Service run by the
Climate Agency and funded by the German Federal Government through the Climate Initiative research program, it began offering free
energy advisory services to low income households, and helping building owners to carry out energy-saving renovations in partnership
with local energy experts. The city began installing solar systems on municipal roofs, and using biomass cogeneration to cover heating
requirements in municipal properties. Refurbishments of social housing were undertaken by the municipal housing association and local
housing cooperative, with support of national and regional grants. Work on municipal real estate such as building retrofits and renewable
energy technology installations were financed by the city, with national support. (City of Essen 2015b)
In cooperation with regional associations and its own municipal utilities, the city replaced fossil fuel sources with renewable energy in its
cogeneration systems, vastly improved the efficiency of said systems, and worked on innovating the local power grid. For example, with the
regional water association, regional wastewater heat was tapped through the conversion of the Essen/Bottrop sewage treatment plant into
a hybrid power plant. This added to the city’s heating supply capacity. In 2012, a biomass heating plant was built by the municipal utility
Stadtwerke Essen. In 2013, the municipal district heating company STEAG Fernwärme retrofitted an existing gas-fired heating plant to
become a biomethane-fired CHP plant. In 2014, the world’s longest superconducting cable was built into the Essen power grid as a test
field for supplying the inner city area with electricity.
Limited municipal budgets meant that the city did not directly fund environmental research & development. Instead, it allocated the use
of municipal property to project consortia, provided administrative services to projects, helped negotiate financing from foundations, and
coordinated the search for business partners.
The city of Essen also developed a number of programs to help industries, trades and small businesses save energy and therefore costs.
Grants were made available to local businesses to construct energy efficient production facilities. Businesses were offered certification
incentives provided by the German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB) and the Climate Alliance, the world's largest city network
dedicated to climate action. Many companies in Essen already benefited from ÖKOPROFIT®, a method employed by cities to help local
companies reduce costs in waste, raw materials, water, and energy.
The Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) and the European Energy Award (eea®) were used to guide and document measures and
implementation projects. Compared to the IEKK, which formally outlined the city’s energy and emissions targets, policies and measures,
the SEAP provided a more detailed schedule of what, how, by whom and when energy projects and activities were carried out and
managed. In short, it defined concrete actions, responsibilities and timing. As for the EEA, this framework helped evaluate the level
of success of the city’s energy strategy through the scoring of projects based on a set of criteria, the total of which determined the city’s
qualification for the European Energy Award. This systematic reporting process really drove the city’s energy transition forward because it
incentivised project improvement and implementation.

Projects and outcomes
Initial projects and measures focused primarily on municipal building renovations and energy management, sustainable procurement of
goods and services, energy advisory services, and social housing modernisation.
Energy savings in municipal operations were essential to cut costs and reduce carbon emissions. The city began by monitoring energy
consumption in all municipal buildings, and introduced facilities management training courses in energy efficiency for its staff. It
developed innovative finance models in energy contracting for municipal energy systems. For example, the refrigeration system of the
municipal town hall was operated through a cooling energy contract which helped reduce energy consumption by over 50%. The city
also instituted the passive house standard in the renovation and new construction of all municipal buildings such as kindergartens, school
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buildings, fire stations, and sporting facilities. Between 2010 and 2015, over €70 million were invested in municipal building renovations
with the support of national and regional support programs (City of Essen 2015a). The city also carried out a comprehensive renovation
program for street lighting, with investments into high pressure sodium lamps and LED lighting.
Building owners in Essen were able to receive support from the Essen Climate Agency for all stages of the energy modernisation
process, from preliminary advice and analysis through to planning, financing and execution of renovations. For low-income households,
the municipal Energy Saving Service Center offered energy advisory services for free. As part of the subsidised employment scheme,
individuals were also trained here to become energy advisors. In 2013, the city and regional utility RWE began undertaking area-wide
aerial photography of the city in order to show heat losses from roofs. Building owners could request the thermographic information to
help guide insulation and retrofitting works.
The Essen Climate Agency cooperated with local housing/construction entities to carry out energy retrofits of large multi-family residential
buildings. Through these district level projects, older off-peak storage heating systems were progressively switched to central heating
systems. The agency also worked with local businesses to reduce their energy and resource consumption through efficiency measures in
company activities. For additional efforts in sustainable building construction and energy technology implementation, many local firms
received certification from the German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB) and the Climate Alliance.
The emphasis on renewable energy by the city really took off with the introduction of the German energy transition in the 2000s.
Although there were some solar photovoltaics and solar thermal installations in the 1980s and 1990s, these were mostly small roof-top
systems owned by private citizens. The launch of the city’s own integrated climate and energy concept marked the beginning of concerted
systems implementation. This included expanding solar photovoltaics and solar thermal energy use; improving the energy efficiencies of
the local co-generation and district heating network; and shifting the energy sources in the city’s CHP systems from fossil fuels (coal or
natural gas) to renewable energy (biogas or biomass).
At the start of the process, the city presented itself as a role model to its communities and businesses by utilising solar, hydro, biomass
and geothermal energy in its municipal buildings wherever possible. Photovoltaic (PV) systems were installed on municipal roofs. Solarthermal energy, local heating from wood pellets and biomass based cogeneration systems helped meet municipal heat demands. In 2013,
the city administration’s electricity consumption was covered from 100% regenerative sources when it began the purchase of certified green
electricity based on hydroelectric power (75%). All projects were financed through the city budget and through energy procurement and
supply contracts with the municipal energy utilities.
Many roof surfaces on city-owned buildings were made available for community PV, a scheme which allowed local citizens who do not
own property to invest in climate protection locally. In 2010, the city published the Municipal Register of Solar Roofs, a map which
allowed building owners and business operators to find out whether their roofs were suitable for PV or solar-thermal installations. The
register aimed to encourage more investment into solar systems by the community, businesses and industry.
Essen has a high-performance district heating network based on cogeneration fueled by biomass, biogas, wastewater and waste incineration.
Two projects based on renewable energy are of note. In 2012, the municipal utility installed a gas-fired biomass heating plant (investment
of €4.4 million) which sourced wood waste from parks and woodland in the region. In 2013, the municipal district heating company
retrofitted a heating plant into a biomethane-fired CHP plant. A compact system with an absorption refrigeration capacity allowed the
plant to also produce cooling energy.
By 2013, over 1,400 photovoltaic (PV) systems with a combined capacity of 16.5 MWp contributed to the decentralised electricity
generation in Essen. In that year, 13.7% was generated locally from renewable energies (70 GWh) and cogeneration (346.2 GWh).
Generally, solar thermal and geothermal energy developed most robustly, with over 700 geothermal downhole heat exchangers in the
municipal area (City of Essen 2015b).
With regard to energy distribution, one significant project was the integration of a kilometre-long supraconductor cable into the Essen
power grid by regional utility RWE. Called the “AmpaCity” project, it was undertaken in 2014 as part of a field test for the future energy
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supply of city centers. Considered the world’s longest at the time, the cable connected two transformer substations in the center of Essen
and represented the latest space-saving, energy efficient technology – five times as much electricity could be transmitted with very little
energy loss. The project was co-funded by the Energy Research unit of the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology at a
total cost of €13.5 million euros (Merschel et al 2013).
Guidelines for energy-optimised urban planning were developed by the city to further drive its energy transition. The city organised a
courtyard and facade modernizing program and set energy-related standards for building construction as well as the sale or leasing of
municipal properties. It ensured that all new housing developments were built to the ‘passive house’ standard – meaning that very little
additional energy is required, due a very high insulation level, and that new residential areas were connected to the local district heating
networks. The beneficiary areas were called “Climate Protection Neighbourhoods”. The city of Essen also implemented a low carbon
mobility strategy which was seen as crucial in the transformation of the local economy. The main priorities included: achieving a fair modal
split in the traffic system; encouraging pedestrianisation; creating rapid transportation routes and transport hubs; enhancing mobility
sharing and public transport; developing mobility management applications; and setting up infrastructures for electric vehicles.
The low carbon mobility strategy achieved a high degree of success. The city’s participation in the Rhine-Ruhr-Express (RRX) project
resulted in the establishment of new, faster and more frequent train routes between the main cities in the Ruhr. Integrated mobility
stations that combined access to train, tram and bus services, bike share, car share, and taxi were successfully created. Alongside integrated
ticketing, the facilities made it easy and convenient to switch between the different modes of transport. Co-financed by the German
Environment Ministry’s National Climate Initiative, the stations have improved the efficiency of the public transport system greatly. The
city also successfully expanded its public transport fleet. It procured 27 new trams and a hybrid bus. It fast-tracked the creation of new
tram- and bus-lines. Five natural gas fuel stations and 80 public electric charging stations were installed to be used by several electric carsharing companies (City of Essen 2015c).

Challenges
The city faced several challenges in the pursuit of structural change and the implementation of its Integrated Energy and Climate Concept
(IEKK). The main challenges related to district inequality, community lack of knowledge about energy or energy systems, finance and
municipal indebtedness, housing and tenancy rules, and industrial pollution. With regard to the socio-economic impacts, the dramatic
change from the height of Essen’s industrial activity to the economic lowpoints resulted in some economic and infrastructure inequalities.
Attention on the refurbishment of former workers settlements for example lagged compared to the construction of new urban housing
developments. Focus on housing modernisation was overtaken by a greater interest shown in industrial cultural park conversions. This
imbalance was eventually redressed through external structural programs such as the IBA Emscher Park project which prioritised the
historical renovation of older urban areas. Over time, the program even helped meet the city’s own energy renovation target of 3%
each year. Funding through the state government’s “Socially Integrative City” program also greatly incentivised the city to combine the
development of industrial cultural parks with the rehabilitation of urban housing.
Despite the launch of the IEKK, many property owners remained unaware of the energy services offered by the city. Hence the potential
for energy savings, the types of energy systems available and the available grants for building modernisation were not widely known. The
lack of knowledge extended to cogeneration and the district heating network which was complex and involved the large municipal utility.
Decentralised CHP technology was not familiar among its most relevant target groups: private homeowners, housing corporations and
businesses. The city has largely resolved this challenge by making use of already established links between the municipal utility and its
energy customers. Through the utilities’ regular energy billing and promotion correspondance, city was able to constantly inform and
remind residents, businesses and industries of the various energy savings and renewable energy opportunities, and of the presence of the
city’s energy advisory center for direct assistance.
Essen’s city planning regulations did not allow for housing corporations to become energy producers. Housing association rules often
limited solar installations on facades and balconies on multi-storey residential blocks. Meanwhile homeowners who have carried out
retrofitting works on properties could not raise rents relative to the cost of refurbishment due to rental caps set by the city government.
This was compounded by the already large numbers of rental housing available particularly in the structurally weaker districts where
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demand for such homes were low. To address these aspects, the city sought to review its housing policies with regards to individual solar
installations by tenants, the capacity for housing associations to manage collective energy systems on buildings, and the rules governing
rents on renovated homes which actually incentivise building modernisations.
High levels of long-term unemployment and massive structural change investments have led to high levels of public debt. In the early
stages, municipal budgets were too small for the systematic uptake of renewable energy technologies in the city. Building owners were
usually left to finance energy systems themselves. The amount of funding available via feed-in tariffs and grant subsidies was also not
sufficient to expand the number of installations. This was made even more difficult as payments for feed-in electricity from renewable
energies (the EEG law) were gradually reduced over the years. Fortunately, the city of Essen was able to source a range of financing options
through other state, national and EU programs. Community solar associations, energy contracting, and project financing by the Essenbased Mercator Foundation also provided alternative financing models which assisted the implementation of environmental and energy
projects in the city. Essen was also greatly aided by the national "Economic Stimulus Package II" which helped the city to survive the
financial crisis of 2009 and to carry out its climate protection strategies.
Industrial pollution has had lasting environmental impacts in Essen - despite the city’s success with its landscape restoration programs,
which have renaturalised rivers and greatly improved groundwater and river water quality. To maintain these regenerated waterways, it
became essential to begin continuous pumping of decontaminated water from the disused former coalmines. The pumping compensates
for the land subsidence and prevents mine water from contaminating the aquifer and protects against widespread flooding. At a cost of
€330 million a year, the maintenance of the dewatering stations is underwritten by the RAG Foundation, formerly a coal mining giant in
the Ruhr but today one of Germany’s richest investment companies. Although the process has minimal impact on the municipal budget,
the stations remind the city of the importance in being constantly cognisant of ground conditions when carrying out urban development
projects. Water pumping remains a perpetual task not just in Essen but across the entire Ruhr region: it will be necessary ‘forever’ – for as
long as there are water and civilisation in the region.
The priority placed on landscape remediation and management has diverted attention from carbon emissions reductions, precisely at
a time when traffic and building densities have increased due to a rapidly growing city population. Fortunately, adjustments to spatial,
energy and transport planning policies, and partnerships with neighbouring municipalities on projects, have since seen greater attention
placed on setting and achieving the city’s emissions targets.
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3.6.3 MR Model City 3: Masterplan Energy Transition Dortmund
Background to structural change
Dortmund is the largest city in the Metropolis Ruhr, and the eighth largest city in Germany. It covers an area of 280 km2 with a 2018
population of approximately 587,000 inhabitants. Dortmund began its structural transition following the demise of the coal and steel
industries in the city, too. The first transformative initiatives spurred growth in the tertiary sectors, especially in new technologies, research
and development (R&D), and insurance and financial services.
Much of the growth in the new technology sectors came from the development of technological institutions in the city. The Technical
University of Dortmund was first established in 1968, followed by the University of Applied Sciences and Art in 1971. The Dortmund
Technology Center was founded at the university in 1985 as an incubator for young enterprises and as a new R&D department for
established companies. The Center’s success and the rise in the number of start-ups led to the creation of the Dortmund Technology
Park in 1988. Initially, the emphasis was on industrial production and environmental management technology. Later, it expanded to IT,
biomedicine, logistics, robotics and microsystems. The Technical University, the Technology Center and the Technology Park co-operated
on many new products by respectively combining academic, testing, and production capabilities.
The combining of thee activities of Essen’s two largest steel companies Krupp-Hoesch and Thyssen in 1997, followed by their complete
merger in 1999, resulted in thousands of lost jobs. In order to compensate for these losses, the city governments of Dortmund and
Duisburg decided to collaborate with the company alongside the NRW state government and trade unions to create the so-called ‘Dortmund
Strategy’. The plan was for major investments into small and medium-sized IT and technology businesses where new jobs would be
created. With €200 million in European, national and local subsidies, several new technology clusters were established.
Today the Dortmund economy is characterised by the high-tech domains of IT, logistics, microsystem technology and e-commerce. More
than 37,000 people are employed by over 1,400 companies in these sectors (ICLEI 2016). The city functions as the service center for the
surrounding regional manufacturing economy. Many of the large former coal and steel sites are being offered as development areas for new
logistics and distribution centers. The energy system supporting Dortmund’s new economy is maintained by the utility company DEW21,
which supplies the city with natural gas, electricity, heat and water. The company’s current shareholders are Dortmund city utility DSW21
(60%) and energy company Innogy SE (40%). Via subsidiaries, DSW21 is also involved in the fields of transport, telecommunications,
information technology, housing construction, and urban development.
Table 4. A summary of the population, economic and energy trends in Dortmund
Dortmund

Statistics at the start of the energy transition*

Latest available statistics*

Population

580,444 (2010)h

587,010 (2018)h

Urban GDP

€18,098 million (2010)h

€21,942 million (2010)h

Unemployment rate

13.1% (2010)h

10.1% (2019)h

Renewable energy infrastructure

1,520 solar PV systems (12.6 MW)
1,890 solar thermal systems (4000 MWh/a)
7 windpower plants (11 MW)
3 land-fill gas CHP plants (5.4 MW)
2 sewage gas CHP plants (2.6 MW)
2 biomass CHP plants (250 kW)
300 heat pump systems (3.5 MW) (2009)i

3,287 solar PV systems (36 MW)
(no new data on solar thermal systems )
7 windpower plants (11 MW)
(no new data on land-fill gas CHP)
12 sewage gas CHP plants (17 MW)
7 biomass CHP plants (2 MW) (2015)j
650 heat pump systems (2018)k

Feed-in electricity from local
renewable energy

1.1% (2009)i

3% (2015)j

* Please note that these figures represent a snapshot in a very dynamic picture, The programs have commenced only relatively recently, and in the renewable energy
share cover only the years 2010-2015. While the share in 2015 was only 3% this represents an improvement of 273% over the base year of 2009. Source: hstatistik.rvr.
ruhr, iCity of Dortmund (2011), jEnergymap.info, kdortmund.de
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Figure 12. Employment trends in Dortmund in comparison with the Ruhr region and state of NRW, between 2009 and 2018 (rvr.ruhr)

Figure 12 shows the very strong rise in jobs related to real estate, housing, science, and technology, with a growing industry related to
transport and warehousing, IT, and communication over the 10 year period.

Energy transition process and agents
The city began its commitment towards reducing CO2 emissions when it first joined the Climate Alliance in 1993. Environmental and
climate protection was a critical issue because growing pollution from the heavy industries was creating unhealthy and unattractive living and
working conditions in Essen. Emigration and the inability of the city to attract new companies was impacting the city’s economy. The creation
of a climate protection concept in 1996 led to the implementation of several environmental measures and CO2 emissions monitoring.
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In 2002, the city restructured its land use plan “Integrated City District Development Concepts” to include climate stabilisation measures.
By 2010, the “Dortmund Climate Protection Program” was launched as a result of a city-wide consultation process involving various
social, political and economic actors. The target was to reduce CO2 emissions by 40% relative to 1990 values by 2020. Of the 100
measures initially proposed, 50 were prioritised as most able in reaching the target over 10 years. These would be realised across three subprojects: (1) Dortmund Climate Protection Action Program 2020, (2) Energy Efficiency and Climate Protection Service Center (DLZE),
and (3) Strategies for expanding renewable energies and improving the heating infrastructure.
The ‘Energy Efficiency and Climate Protection Service Center’ (German abbreviation: DLZE) was created and run by the city government
to manage the climate protection action program. Its responsibility was to network stakeholders, act as the central energy information
and advice center, help prepare council decisions, plan public relations campaigns, and host training activities in building modernisation.
The ‘Consultation group on energy efficiency and climate protection’ (German abbreviation: KEK) coordinated and communicated the
components of the climate program. The group included representatives of the municipal institutions, the municipal supply and disposal
companies, the Chamber of Industry and Commerce, and the Chamber of Trade Crafts. The ‘Civil Society Interests’ Department’ in the
Mayor’s Office helped foster public participation. It comprised the ombudsperson’s office for citizens’ initiatives and the KEK group. The
department brought together scientific knowledge, practical experience from business and trade, and knowledge of citizens in order to find
the best solutions in energy efficiency, renewable energy and mobility.
The different groups involved served to influence and inform many others, thus increasing transparency and acceptance of the climate
protection plan. Many of the projects suggested through dialogue events and workshops were approved by the advisory committee and
implemented by consortia involving local businesses. This enhanced the importance of the whole program as it facilitated practical progress
and sustained the local economy without added municipal funding.

Figure 13. The organisational structure of Dortmund's Climate Protection and Energy Transition Plan. Source: Based on Rettberg (2014)
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The launch of the German energy transition strategy (BMWi and BMU 2010) posed a great challenge for many cities in Germany. For
Dortmund this meant the need to restructure its energy supplies so that they were safe, sustainable and economically viable. This was a
complex task given that as a former industrial city, Dortmund had long relied on coal and large centralised energy infrastructures. New
expertise, large investments and the cooperation of many stakeholders was needed to create a flexible, modern energy system based on
renewable resources.
In 2014, the city government released the Energy Transition Master Plan Dortmund as the basis for energy transition by all urban sectors.
The masterplan extended the scope and budget of the Climate Protection Action Program 2020 in order to more widely implement energy
savings and renewable energy projects via a range of scientific, technological, economic and social measures. It provided the framework
for collaborative work between citizens, scientists, the energy industry, trade unions, businesses and government. The masterplan built the
concept of energy transition into Dortmund’s technology and innovation clusters; ensured that transition measures were compatible with
other action programs carried out by the city; helped focus on issues such as energy education and energy poverty; and fostered networks
between the relevant actors at the city, region, and European level. The masterplan goals were also integrated into Dortmund’s Smart City
Strategy and Mobility Strategy.
The ‘Dortmund Energy Transition Control Center’ (Leitstelle Energiewende Dortmund – LED) was created by the city to implement the
energy transition masterplan. As the central project control center it ensured that projects were a) innovative and coordinated; b) included
complementary partners from business, science and community; c) promoted urban-rural cooperation; and d) received the necessary
funding. It also provided technical reporting to the advisory board and steering committee; and conducted networking activities at the
national and international level. The LED is steered by the ie³ Institute for Energy Systems, Energy Efficiency and Energy Management at
the Technical University Dortmund and is supported by the Office For Energy Transition within the Dortmund city administration which
coordinates the masterplan’s content with the relevant city departments.
The city continuously reviews its action programs and initiatives in order to make sure that they complement one another, that goals are
consistent and project duplication is avoided. Measures are evaluated using a two-year interval carbon footprint accounting system. Like
the city of Essen, the EU Covenant of Mayors’ Sustainable Energy Action Plan and European Energy Award scheme, respectively, guides
implementation and reporting.

Projects and outcomes
The “Energy Transition Master Plan Dortmund” focused on five fields of action: municipal building and urban development; energy
efficiency modernisation of existing buildings; renewable energies integration; cross-structural improvements; and enhanced mobility. It
resulted in over 200 projects.
The energy transition process in Dortmund began with climate-stabilising municipal procurement policies. This was followed by energy
retrofits of municipal buildings, and energy management systems integration. Schools were modernised by applying a raft of climatefriendly technologies such as solar photovoltaics (20 to 50 kWp); high efficiency lighting; heat pumps; ventilation systems; and water
management systems. The city also reduced the energy consumption in street lighting by replacing old fixtures and setting up intelligent
lighting controls. Later, green electricity based on hydropower from Norway was procured to power the city’s public buildings, street
lighting and light rail.
The municipal utility DEW21 created the ‘Solar Fund’ to finance the implementation of solar technologies in the city. This is a electricity
product which allowed energy customers to make a donation of several cents per kWh in their energy bills. This contribution is matched
by DEW21 equally and transferred to the fund.
The most significant urban development project was the transformation of the 200 hectare former Phoenix steel mill site into a new living,
working and recreational area. The “Phoenix Lake” project comprised a Technology Park and a mix of luxury and affordable housing
surrounded by a large artificial lake with green spaces. Today the lake forms part of the remediated Emscher River System. The six-year
project was led by the city government, and managed by a development agency through the municipal utility Stadtwerke Dortmund AG.
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In order to carry out more systematic refurbishments in the city, Dortmund participated in the (“Old Buildings Renewed”) (ALTBAUNEU)
project, an initiative for energy efficient building modernisation which was supported by NRW State Ministry of Economics, Medium-Sized
Enterprises and Energy. The city conducted house-to-house consultations with thermographic analysis in parts of the city with single-family
homes. The analyses which evaluated the heat losses of homes were effective in motivating building owners to invest in energy renovations.
At the larger scale, the city undertook neighborhood refurbishments by promoting joint renovation contracts. Property owners of semidetached houses or adjoining multi-family apartment buildings were encouraged to carry out renovations concurrently via an independent
service provider who, among other tasks, coordinated several renovation processes. By consolidating the individual development processes,
homeowners were able to address legal, financial and technical aspects more efficiently and affordably.
Besides housing improvements the city also conducted energy efficiency campaigns in the area of retail and logistics real estate. It
participated in a research project that helped companies jointly analyze energy issues in the supply chain and to find more efficient ways of
producing, transporting, storing and selling goods. For example, companies in one innovation business or industrial park were challenged
to reduce their carbon emissions and energy costs to establish a precedent that could be copied across other such parks in the city.
With regard to renewable energy, electricity generation from photovoltaic (PV) systems increased in Essen following the introduction of
national feed-in tariff (EEG) and a simultaneous drop in the price of PV hardware. The city installed PV systems on government buildings;
brownfields including old landfills and industrial wasteland; and on private buildings such as warehouses, garages and residential buildings.
It also promoted the use of solar thermal systems on roofs of single- and multi-family buildings, community facilities, and local food and
beverage industries.
As part of its solar optimised urban planning, the city allocated locations for large wind turbines in its municipal land use plan. It
carried out a potential study of small wind turbines on buildings in the city. There are currently seven wind turbines in four locations in
Dortmund with capacities of between 500 kW and 2,000 kW. The city also prepared a solar roof cadastre which mapped out solar energy
generation potential of all roof surfaces.
Similar to practice in Bottrop, energy self-sufficient buildings were promoted by Dortmund’s city government. In 2011, the city launched
the “100 Energy Plus Houses for Dortmund” initiative with the aim of realizing 100 residential units with the energy-plus standard. These
were buildings that not only met all of their heating and electricity requirements but also generated a surplus of 1,000 kWh per year,
usually achieved via photovoltaic systems or a micro CHP. To attract property owners to the scheme, the city reserved over 80 building
plots with optimal solar energy requirements, distributed across the city. It also offered free quality assurance which was carried out by
local architects and energy consultants. The initiative received support from the municipal utility (DEW21), the local Sparkasse bank, the
Federation of German Architects, and the Federation of German Builders.
The long-term strategy for the district heating supply in Dortmund was to modernise and repower existing technologies, maximise waste
heat recovery, convert steam networks to hot water, and consolidate the existing supply area of the inner city. Historically, district heating
was used in individual urban areas of Dortmund since the early 1950s and were initially supplied with steam and hot water generation via
coal or oil-fired steam plants. These have all been replaced by 50 decentralised natural gas-fired CHP plants.
In recent years, alternate sources of energy such as industrial waste heat, landfill gas, sewage gas and biomass have fuelled several CHP
plants in Dortmund. Up until the mid-1990s, waste heat was sourced from the local steelworks, followed by heat from a black carbon
factory. Since 1997, mine gas was extracted from two disused coal mines to generate electricity and heat through three CHP plants. The
city also retrofitted its wastewater treatment plant enabling electricity generation from sewage gas. The power met the plant’s energy
demand before excess was fed into the grid. Since late 2000s, two biomass CHP plants have boosted the city’s heating capacities.
It was important for the city to understand the potential for renewable energy in the district heating market in order to upgrade its
thermal infrastructure. To assist with this task, the municipal energy utility DEW21 created a “Heat Atlas” mapping the existing plant
technologies, heating consumption patterns, network connections, and thermal energy sources. The map complemented the city’s energy
registers which plotted Dortmund’s geothermal, solar and wind potentials. These are all accessible to the general public online.
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The city worked with the municipal utility, DEW21, and other industry and scientific partners on several renewable energy research
projects. The “DESIGNETZ” (DesignNet) project, for example, examined solutions for an intelligent power grid fed solely by wind,
sun and biogas. The “Smart Grid Technology Lab” project tested smart grid components in real time by integrating new measurement,
communication, protection and control technologies. The “SyncFueL” project focused on enabling citizens to use photovoltaic electricity
generated at home to charge electric cars. Meanwhile the “IQ Heat Systems” project worked on renewing the district heating network to
run on sustainable energy. All of the projects received national research grants.
Dortmund’s science and innovation focus led to the development of several energy platforms in the city. The RIN ‘Regional Innovation
Network Energy Efficiency Ruhr’ was founded to gather scientific knowledge on energy efficiency, sector coupling, mobility, and renewable
energy use in the Ruhr area through research and innovation workshops. It was funded by the NRW State Ministry of Innovation, Science
and Research and co-financed by the economic development body ‘Wirtschaftsförderung Dortmund’, the energy company ‘innogy SE’
and Technical University Dortmund. Meanwhile the ‘Allianz Smart City Dortmund’ platform gathered several interdisciplinary teams of
experts in the fields of energy, mobility, logistics, demographics, IT, security and urban infrastructure to develop the best solutions and
strategies to transform Dortmund into a ‘Smart City.’
Dortmund’s energy transition also extended to its mobility strategy. It achieved success in reducing fuel consumption and promoting
alternative transportation fuels. Today there are excellent public transport connections to all neighbourhoods and districts, priority
lines for public transport, an attractively redesigned public transport network, state-of-the-art hybrid buses and trams, and a supportive
infrastructure for electric vehicles.

Challenges
High priority and great expectations placed on high-technology industries led to forms of urban development that were not sufficiently
flexible or diverse to accommodate other types of businesses such as retail or hospitality. For example, the plan to create at least 70,000
new jobs by 2010 through the “Dortmund Project” was found to be unrealistic. In fact, by that year, only 20,000 new jobs in the leading
sectors were created. Also, the focus on transforming the industrial sites into new working areas led to an oversupply of new technology
park sites. Given that the sites and new business parks were developed by different developers, this limited the city’s capacity to coordinate
the supply and time share of non-tech related companies seeking business space. This situation has improved in recent years as the
redevelopment of inner city areas has attracted a greater diversity of business sectors.
The high-technology companies that did set themselves up in Dortmund initially could not find a workforce sufficient to sustain growth.
The lack of skilled workers locally meant that the companies had to employ people living outside the city. This did not help in improving
the existing unemployment and economic situation within Dortmund itself. In order to address the need for a greater number of local
technology workers, the city collaborated with local universities to increase the number of locally trained graduates and develop incentive
strategies with the cluster networks to encourage them to remain in the city to live and work. In cooperation with the Ruhr Regional
Association, the city government conducted promotional activities through the Metropolis Ruhr business platform to attract more
industries and start-ups from a wider variety of leading markets.
The universities in Dortmund provided the city with a highly skilled workforce, as well as a pool of innovators and entrepreneurs, but this
remained very much an elite network. Locals who once worked in the coal mines and related industries faced the challenge of learning
skills in the new sectors - but this was often difficult for them and took time. The re-training programs put in place since the 1960s coal
crisis were successful but with the new prioritisation for high technology, the development of non-tech sectors lagged. In order to diversify
skills of Dortmund’s population, the Technical University Dortmund partnered with the Ruhr University Bochum and the University
of Duisburg-Essen to form the “UA Ruhr” alliance. It allowed students enrolled in the universities to attend lectures and seminars at
any of the three institutions without extra cost. This gave students a wider choice of disciplines to specialise in economics, logistics,
administration, management and other fields.
Dortmund’s economic development greatly benefited from the network of city, industry, academic and community partners from the very
beginning. It was also aided by a range of subsidies received from the EU, national and state governments. Given that public funding will
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decrease over time, the city works towards ensuring that its high-tech innovation centers maintain a strong comparative advantage over
other centers. It adopts a ‘first mover advantage’ strategy in being the first to create and market certain products or services.
In relation to energy transition processes, the coordination of a vast array of stakeholders was necessary from the onset. The city had
to consider the concerns of councillors, the different city departments, building companies, citizens and investors. It had to expand its
‘Climate Protection Coordination Office’ to tackle the complexity caused by the high number of actors working in parallel and sometimes
overlapping fields of climate protection. The city's internal communication and project structures had to be optimised. The city also had
to develop and harmonise planning controls so that they were in line with climate protection and energy transition objectives. Through
regular public meetings and workshops with interest groups, the city was able to consider, mediate and integrate all propositions and
concerns, resulting in energy programs and projects that were balanced and well-accepted.
Dortmund is a large industrial city - it relied entirely on coal energy until recently. This made it challenging to change its energy system to
one based on sustainable, renewable sources. New energy supplies had not only to be efficient but also economically viable. The creation a
modern and flexible energy system required an understanding of the science, policies, organisational issues and cooperation models needed
to rethink future directions. Good spatial planning frameworks were also necessary to support renewable energy development.
The energy transition process was sometimes hampered by local development rules, put in place to ensure that renewable energy
installations had minimal environmental and social impacts on local communities with regard to overshadowing, noise and landscape
preservation. Such rules did restrict the ability of companies to increase installations at all suitable locations. For example, the construction
of a biomass plant on an inner-city site could not be pursued due to potential logistical and dust pollution risks. New wind power
generators - or even the repowering of existing turbines - was hindered by the city’s urban structure and a wind power decree stating that
wind turbines had to maintain a minimum distance of 1,500 metres from residential areas. To compensate for the regulatory limitations
for local renewable energy sources, the city’s response was to invest into offshore wind power as well as onshore wind power from other
areas in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia.
The Dortmund municipal leadership saw awareness raising and engaging stakeholder interests as very important tasks. Most property
owners were well aware of the city’s energy efficiency program - but despite the availability of advisory and financial support, many felt
daunted by the prospect of undertaking extensive building renovations: this resulted in delays or a lack of action altogether. By stepping
up its promotions through the advisory center, the DLZE, and collaborating with the municipal electricity company DEW21, the city has
been able to remind homeowners of the potential energy savings and long-term cost benefits of building retrofits. Similarly, at the district
level, the management of concerns by different stakeholders in the modernisation of larger apartment complexes was also a complex task
for the city. For tenants, renovation meant added costs to rent. For the owner, renovation required the search for the most cost-effective
level of investment. The city tackled this landlord-tenant dilemma by working with building property managers to mediate and reconcile
the needs of each party.
In the next decades, the city of Dortmund will continue to face energy transition challenges. It will need substantial investments for
expanding its district heating network infrastructure, constructing new renewable energy installations, and ultimately transforming itself
into a Smart City. Municipal budgets will have to significantly strengthen, thus different forms of financing mechanisms in the form of
European, national and state government grants, as well as increased private investments will remain essential.
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4.0 Lessons and recommendations
What factors enabled the transformation of the Metropolis Ruhr (MR) into one of the most successful, economically diverse and attractive
post-coal regions in Germany, perhaps world-wide? The lessons learnt from the MR are useful for coal-dependent in China cities to
consider when planning for structural change. They should not be taken as ‘one-fits-all’ solutions. Approaches to structural change should
always be based on a careful consideration of what is acceptable and feasible in the local context. Policymakers should first assess the
strengths, barriers and potentials of the region and its cities before policies and programs are formulated.

Vision and strategy
Consider structural change as a long-term process
Metropolis Ruhr’s successes demonstrate that an innovation-led diversification of regional industry can take many years, even decades
of perseverance. A long time frame allowed for a balanced transition - this was important in sustaining investment decisions and skills
development. A generous lead time enabled extensive R&D and the development of environmental industries with large export potential.
A long period project schedule provided ample time for participatory processes involving a wide range of stakeholders from the academic,
business, government and civil communities.
Build on the existing regional knowledge base
The Metropolis Ruhr possesses a strong regional knowledge base which stemmed from the former coal, steel and related industries,
accumulating much experience in waste management, ventilation systems, energy and water supply and logistics, amongst many others. By
identifying and strengthening this core regional and urban know-how, new industries in plant engineering, control services, environmental
management and renewable energy technology were able to be established.
Encourage new business development and innovation
The creation of technology parks and innovation centres highlighted the importance of innovation for invigorating the regional economy.
Collaboration between the academic and business sectors helped link research with commercial application, which in turn has fostered
new business development and stimulated job creation. New business flourished best when that business related to a core regional strength
or experience. Innovation helped maintain the competitiveness of the region and each of its cities through new product and services
development, marketing, trade and export.
Create a strong, inspiring and concrete vision for the future
Successful projects in the Ruhr - such as IBA Emscher Park and InnovationCity Ruhr - depended on positive visions with clearly defined
outcomes. Emphasis on the environment and climate protection provided a healthier, more attractive, stable and sustainable vision of the
future. Ambitious climate and energy targets in particular engendered a sense of strength and courage by policymakers to pursue projects
that not only concern the economy. Under a common vision, different project submissions by various institutional entrepreneurs are able
to be aligned, and help produce consistent, practical results.

Planning policies and standards
Establish a mix of policies
The Ruhr experience underlines the importance of a comprehensive suite of policies that work together to address the many challenges
faced by cities such as climate protection, job creation, business development, urban regeneration, low carbon mobility, social cohesion and
others. Through a targeted yet connected multi-sectoral approach, several policy principles were addressed simultaneously.
Adopt strict environmental standards
Strict environmental laws and policies compelled the heavy industries in the Ruhr to find innovative ways to limit pollution and manage
waste. This led to the formation of new industries based on environmental remediation, management and technology. Environmental
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standards also prompted extensive landscape and urban regeneration projects across the region. Today the standards provided an important
foundation for the succeeding laws governing climate protection and energy transition which most of cities in the Ruhr are currently
pursuing.
Establish a cluster or competence oriented policy
The Metropolis Ruhr benefited from the NRW state government cluster policy, which helped identify regions with high growth potential
and provided financial support for the development of the many sectoral clusters that today thrive in the region. Within each cluster, new
start-ups were able to receive business advice, conduct R&D of products and services, connect with scientific institutions, and access startup finance. Also strongly emphasised were coordination with industrial companies still present in the region and support for local public
infrastructure.
Develop a diversified economy
The long-term strategy to attract high-tech and knowledge-based companies in order to grow the scientific and service sectors has
been particularly successful. In diversifying the economy, the Ruhr region and its cities were able to cope with the respective loss and
consolidation of the coal and steel sectors. Incentives helped transform the industrial monoculture through enhanced regional capacities to
absorb new economic development. Policies such as the Ruhr Property Fund and Cluster Policy helped create more equal, resilient, diverse
and connected environments for a wider range of economic actors. Today the technology, finance, construction, energy, environment and
tourism industries all prosper in the region.
Create integrated climate protection plans and energy transition policies
Climate and energy policy must not be an ‘add-on’ but intrinsic to all structural change programs and projects. Policies should outline
specific emissions and energy targets and be supported by a schedule of measures to achieve those targets. All should be monitored and
reported every few years using a credible auditing and project management system. This process was successfully adopted and replicated by
many cities in the Ruhr.

Programs and projects
Foster education and research institutions
Throughout the Ruhr the establishment of universities, technical colleges and research institutions has shifted an economy based on coal
mining and steel to one founded on leading markets of high value. Today the region produces highly skilled workers and nurtures research
based innovation, whose new products and services have contributed to the local and regional economies. The region has shown that
institutions should be encouraged to collaborate with cities, company clusters and community on projects so that their scientific input can
produce tangible economic benefits for regional cities, in terms of jobs and business creation.
Maintain excellent public infrastructures
New growing economies rely on the enhanced mobility of people. In the Ruhr, extensions of the local and regional public transportation
systems, in addition to a fast and effective road and rail network, have transformed the region into a successful commercial and logistical
hub. The pursuit of low carbon mobility illustrates the Ruhr’s continuing effort for more advanced mobility networks based on green
sustainable energy and intelligent management systems.
Develop an integrated approach to urban development
Structural policies in the Ruhr considered not only industrial development, environmental remediation, education and labour market
issues, but also sustainable urban development. In the Ruhr, the transformation of despoiled and neglected land into industrial and
landscape parks such as Zollverein and Emscher Park, provided new impetus to regional development. This nurtured cultural and tourist
opportunities and created new working environments, and affordable, sustainable housing for its communities.
Develop landmark projects
Special innovation projects - such as the Zollverein industrial monument and Emscher River region regeneration - served as stepping stones
along the structural and energy transition process. Coordinated and managed by regional institutions, these nurtured a rich ecosystem of
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urban and economic redevelopment projects, all part of the overall conversion and regeneration theme. As physical symbols of the region’s
environmental, economic and social efforts, they act as effective marketing tools in promoting the Ruhr’s new economic image.
Consider soft location factors
Culture, leisure and environmental factors helped improve the public perception of the Ruhr and contributed to a positive rebranding of
the region. Besides attracting new businesses, such factors have increased the quality of life of communities and convinced people to stay or
move to the region. These factors have also helped develop a growing tourism industry.
Tailor energy transition strategies to local conditions
Energy transition strategies have to be tailored to the particular cultural, political, and socioeconomic conditions of cities, and consider
the complex interdependencies of the strategic sectors such as energy, mobility and housing. Although local climate protection and energy
plans of cities in the Ruhr seem similar due to common geographic, cultural and political conditions, differences in local competences and
population densities produced nuanced variations in the scale, scope and thrust of approaches. City-based strategies were successful because
they spoke to local concerns and aspirations directly.
Transition the energy system to renewables
The German energy transition has led to timely investments in energy efficiency, renewable electricity and heating generation in the Ruhr.
This has bolstered energy security, grid stability and guaranteed reasonable energy prices. Locally, municipal energy utility companies have
greatly helped cities to transform their local energy systems to run on renewable sources of energy. The continuous promotion of advance
building modernisations, expansion of district heating networks, and installations of state-of-the-art renewable energy systems improve the
cities’ capacity to save energy, become energy self-sufficient, and create jobs within the new, greener energy economy.

Organisation and social impacts
Emphasise regional and local decision-making for implementation
The Ruhr showed that single large projects could not replace the traditional industries, and that central policies were insufficient to address
the needs of individual cities: each had its own specific challenges. Instead, a broad-based, bottom-up approach to project development
achieved greater success. More effective was to build on the ideas, aspirations, and skills of local communities and businesses, while being
supported and guided by city and state governments.
National and state governments to set overall policy and steering processes
National and state policies can guarantee sufficient continuity for the long-term process of structural change and energy transition. They
can create new public institutions and laws to initiate change at state and local levels, and mediate long-standing economic issues. In the
Ruhr, the State Ruhr Property Fund and the State Development Society were able to buy and restore former industrial sites, and thus end
the so-called “ground lock” by the coal and steel industries.
Protect workers and communities in the labour market transition
The demise of the coal and steel industries led to persistent unemployment in the Ruhr. However, a cooperative industrial structure and
labour agreements between the national government, municipalities, employers and trade unions helped minimise the social impacts.
Immediate assistance to displaced workers was provided in form of unemployment benefits, pension and health care. The establishment
of a special employment agency helped former heavy industry workers retrain for new jobs, and younger workers to find new careers. This
helped to keep communities in the region and maintain social cohesion.
Create regional development agencies to manage programs
Managing entities such as the Ruhr Regional Association, IBA Emscher Park GmbH, and ICM played a very important role in realizing
projects in the Ruhr. While these organisations were not responsible for the formulation of projects, they played a useful function in
inviting project proposals, to be carried out by project consortia involving cities, institutions, civic and business groups. These entities
made sure that selected projects were compatible with regional and state policies, and well-coordinated so to avoid duplication. They also
assisted in the search for project funding.
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Establish participatory platforms for strategic planning
In the early stages, participatory processes involving different tools (public meetings, focused workshops, online surveys) and a wide range
of stakeholders (citizens, businesses, scientific experts, governments, universities) helped to increase the acceptance of structural and energy
transition projects by all. At the project level, each stakeholder played an important role. Companies assessed the business impacts on the
economy and employment. Educational institutions provided specific academic, technical and research capabilities. Different levels of
government examined legal and planning implications, while communities directly participated in project implementation.

Financing mechanisms
Set up public funding instruments
Public subsidies for programs and projects have usually preceded private sector investments. The scale of private financing typically
took cues from the extent of national and state funding. Investment into brownfields by private industries for example did not start to
until national and state policies acquired the old industrial lands and transformed them with the help of local city governments and a
consortium of regional groups. Generally, European, national and state funding was more suited to infrastructure planning and projects in
the region, given the lesser pressure to realise short-term profits that private sector investments tend to demand.
Look for a mix of financial sources
Structural change in the Ruhr could not have been financed through local city budgets alone. Over thirty years, EU structural funding
has greatly supported the region’s transformation. State and national funding was instrumental as well. The energy transition continues
to require substantial financial commitments today, from different levels of government as well as from businesses and private citizens
through company investments and community cooperatives. But because public funding is generally granted over limited timeframes,
greater private sector investment will be called for in the future.
Ensure efficient use of resources
When implementing structural transformation policies, programs and projects, it is important to use resources most efficiently. In the
case of the Ruhr, a large portion of the financial resources expended was provided by the national German government which set about
prolonging the subsidisation of uncompetitive industries and buffering the impact of industry consolidation, through coal subsidies and
social insurance systems. However this huge expense will be a burden on the next generation – not only in the compensation for those
sunk upfront costs, but also bearing in representing massive opportunity cost of delayed and slower rates of innovation, and environmental
improvement. History and the success of the Ruhr’s later transformation stages strongly suggests that an earlier, faster and even better
organised hard-coal mining phase-out would have been more cost-effective, and likely have helped spawn new industries sooner, and more
rapidly.
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